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EDITORIAL
At the ’Shed

It’s a Party and You’re Invited! What better way to celebrate 20 years of
activism and publishing about activism, than to have a great big party? It’s a
joyous “Thank You” to the hundreds of people who are part of this magazine,
from subscribers to volunteers. The Watershed Sentinel has teamed up with
Comox Valley’s World Community and the Georgia Strait Alliance to have a
free 20th anniversary celebration in Courtenay on the night of October 16th.
We are really looking forward to seeing our friends, new and old, and dancing
our way into the next twenty years. Do come – we’re going to have a blast, with
rock from Flying Debris, closing the night with Naked DJs’ Bennie Renegade.
The HST and the Cover Charge (or Rather, Change): As we mentioned
last issue, the HST has hit BC magazines with an effective 7% cost increase.
We are absorbing the cost for now, but that means our beautiful 100% recycled
glossy cover has had to go, at least for now. We will be asking subscribers via
email for their opinions on this cut. If you don’t have email, please drop us a
line and let us know if you think the glossy cover was important? and whether
the glossy cover increased your likelihood of renewal?
Bundle Bargains: This fall we are offering a new type of subscription
– bundles of the Watershed Sentinel at a very reasonable price, way below
newsstand or subscription prices. The bundles are priced at our cost for printing
and mailing (see page 6). We hope you will decide to sponsor a bundle for your
organization, business, local library, or high school, at this super-saving rate.
How will it work? You send us the address where you want the bundle delivered
and we arrange to drop ship the bundle along with our other mailings. Purchasers of a Bundle Bargain receive their own subscription in the bundle.
Become a Monthly Donor: Also new this fall, by popular demand (well, because several people have asked for it), we are promoting the option of becoming
a monthly donor to the Watershed Sentinel. We can deduct your monthly donation from your chequing account or your charge card. Monthly donors receive a
free subscription to the magazine, and our deep thanks for joining our efforts to
provide independent investigative journalism on environmental matters.
Delores Broten, Comox BC, September 2010

On the Illusion of Moving Forward

This idea of “moving forward” is now one you hear many times a day, an
incessant drumbeat, but it is based on an illusion. Nature doesn’t move forward
but is a cycle of growth, birth and death, day and night, seasons and migrations.
The phrase “moving forward” is based in the ideas of progress and mobility
and westward expansion. Here at the edge of the Pacific, amidst the final refugia
of wilderness, “moving forward” is like a chant of the lemmings, running their
world on 24/7 time, ever closer to the cliff.
Just as every conceivable environmental depredation is rubber-stamped
by Environmental Assessments, you will hear the urging of the proponents to
“move forward.” We have to give equal time to the past and the present, and not
deceive ourselves that we can abandon our situation and move along to buy a new
car, a new ocean, or a new Baynes Sound. Better technologies will not replace
the natural world. Look at what we have made of the “new world” in 400 years of
colonization. We can’t “move forward” but need to stay put and stand our ground
and protect what is around us. All of it is irreplaceable.
Andy Sinats, Victoria BC, August 2010
September-October 2010

NEWS

Record Sockeye Return Astonishes BC

In July, Unist’ot’en leadership of the Wet’suwet’en Nation and
allies took to the streets of Smithers to stop the Enbridge and KSL
pipelines. www.indybay.org/newsitems/2010/07/19/18654235.php

In 2010, with exquisite timing, the Fraser River sockeye returned by the millions, just as the
Cohen Commission was beginSheila Muxlow ning its inquiry into why the 2009
return was one tenth of what had
been predicted.
The survival of Pacific salmon,
At press time, the Pacific Salmon
under the pressures of warming waCommission had increased its projecters, drought, development, oil spills,
tions of 2010 Fraser sockeye returns
and other pollution, over-fishing, and
to over 30 million, the second largest
fish farms, has been in increasing
return in a hundred years.
doubt in the last decades. But fish,
Fish researcher Alexandra Morand on the coast the word refers only
ton, who is planning a continuation
to salmon, have their own destiny to
of the Get Out Migration against fish
fulfill. Ecosystems depend on them.

farms in Vancouver October 25th,
explained that the abundance of the
2010 run was not unexpected but that
“over the past 18 years the ability to
predict Fraser sockeye has become
increasingly difficult.” Morton says
this means there is something scientists are not measuring, something
new since the 1990s. “We are running blind on a resource that brings an
enormous pulse of wealth to the entire
coast of BC and then into the river
where they feed a watershed covering
60% of British Columbia.”
t

Excerpt from The Journal Of Early Kamloops Area DFO Fisheries Officer David Salmond Mitchell, 1925
A population living on salmon, and drying in sun, and smoke, great quantities for winter food, and for barter with
the Indians to the south.
In the autumn the trails were busy with mounted Indians, singing as they jogged along, or whooping as they galloped from one troop to another, while trains or processions of pack horses, toddling under tremendous loads of baled,
dried, salmon, bit on herbage along the way. Behind them came squaws, papooses, colts and cayuses, gay with colour,
buckskin, beads and dyed horsehair.
Every little while came the pounding of more hoofs, along the ridges and benches, with more yelling, laughter, and
song.
It was the great southerly movement of great quantities of dried salmon, some of it for Indians on the American
side, whose forbearers had traded in it, long before there was a boundary line, or white men in the country.
It was only a twelve mile pack by Eagle Pass from sockeye salmon fisheries at Three Valley Lake to the Columbia
River, opposite where Revelstoke now stands. From there it required little effort to take baled dry salmon by canoe,
away through the region lying on both sides of the International border. They drifted much of the way only using the
paddle occasionally.....
After big runs the mouths of streams were hardly approachable for the stench; for miles beyond the deep bars of
dead salmon, the shores were strewn. On the l4th of December, 1905, we steamed through the awful stench into the
wide bay at the mouth of the Lower Adams River. With mouths tightly closed we communicated only by signals. The
shore was banked with a wide deep double bar of putrid salmon, extending around the bay until it faded out of view in
the distance.
Excerpt From: Babcock, J. P. 1902-1932. Spawning-Beds Of The Fraser River, British Columbia Fisheries Dept.
Report, 1901-09, 1911-31, Victoria, BC
The run of sockeye to Adams Lake in August and September of 1901, 1905, and 1909 was so great that every tributary of the lake extending to Tumtum Lake, at the head of the watershed, was crowded with spawning sockeye. I visited
the headwaters in 1905 and 1909, and saw countless thousands of dead and spawning fish there.
Watershed Sentinel
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by Delores Broten

published in The Dominion (www.dominionpaper.ca).
In return, the environmental organisations have pulled their markets
and investor campaigns. The two sides
have committed to a conservation
planning process for protected areas
and caribou habitat. Ecosystem Based
Management (ESM) for the entire 72

The Canadian Boreal Forest
Agreement, billed in May by participants as “historic,” appears to be
constructed of a set of boxes within
boxes. It is, says Aran O’Carroll of the
Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society (CPAWS), an agreement between
some major environmental organisations and most of the Canadian boreal forest industry
A negotiation
on “how we are going to work
between logging
together for three years.” Howcompanies and
ever, critics say it could also be
eco-groups sets
characterised as a deal between
aside boreal land
private partners over public
for caribou, but is
and First Nations lands.
it a good deal or
The Forest Products Asjust a big deal?
sociation of Canada (FPAC)
has agreed that its members
will not log, build roads, or
million hectares of FPAC tenures is to
plan logging on 29 million hectares
be initiated by December 2012, with
of woodland caribou habitat before
an expert panel selecting the most
March 2012. Both O’Carroll and
rigorous elements from among three
Avrim Lazar of FPAC agree that the
certification schemes, including Forcompanies had no plans to log much
est Stewardship Council (FSC) Caof that area in that time, only 72,205
nadian boreal standards. The binding
hectares, according to Dawn Paley in
panel process was designed to “avoid
one of the first critiques of the deal
Watershed Sentinel
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the gridlock that the Great Bear Rainforest deal has encountered,” said
CPAWS’ O’Carroll, saying that at
least the deal gives caribou a chance
to survive. Other mutual goals include
some greenhouse gas accounting, and
the “improved prosperity of the Canadian forest sector and the communities that depend on it.”
The eco-signers agreed to
actively promote boreal forest
products if the terms of the
deal are completed. Both sides,
stressing the unique nature of
this collaboration, have agreed
to mutual aid in the event of
attacks from their colleagues.
Upon questioning, however, a
small crack appeared in the facade of “peace in the woods.”
Lazar, a former Environment
Canada bureaucrat, assured
the Watershed Sentinel that achieving
ESM is easier than in the rainforest
because the boreal is simpler: fire disturbance means there is no old growth
and the average age of the forest is
only 60 years. O’Carroll, however,
said, “There is lots of old-growth and
intact forest in the boreal.”
September-October 2010
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Tellingly, both agreed there
would be little or no decline in the
cut rate; Lazar pointed out this would
violate the Agreement’s protection of
the forest sector’s economy. O’Carroll
expressed the expectation that the
Agreement would “shift the harvest
around” but allow for “no reduction in
harvest.” Even if the current cut rate
of about 1% a year is unsustainable, if
the companies live up to their side of
the deal, the eco-groups will be bound
to promote Canadian boreal forest
products.
However laudable the Agreement, and whether or not it is ever
realised (or realisable) on the ground,
the deal certainly has the fingerprints
of big money all over it. According

to the press release, “Environmental
Organizations Participating in the
Agreement are Canadian Boreal Initiative, Canadian Parks and Wilderness
Society, Canopy (formerly Markets
Initiative), David Suzuki Foundation, ForestEthics, Greenpeace, Ivey
Foundation, The Nature Conservancy, and the Pew Environment Group’s
International Boreal Conservation
Campaign.” The Hewett, Ivey, and
Pew foundations helped pay for the
process and some, if not all, of the
mapping; Ivey and Pew signed on to
the deal as “environmental organisations.” The Canadian Boreal Initiative
is the secretariat to the Boreal Leadership Council, consisting of some big
eco-groups, First Nations, resource

companies and their investors, and it
signed on to the deal as an environmental organisation. By the way, Pew
Charitable Trusts footed the bill for
the FSC Canada Boreal Standard,
judging from the acknowledgement
on the actual standard.
Provincial governments appeared
to approve of the deal, but First Nations across Canada reacted with
alarm, from a multitude of viewpoints. It is unclear how this method
of negotiating jibes with the FSC principle of a duty to consult and come to
agreement with indigenous inhabitants of the forest. Negotiations will
definitely be ongoing.
t

See: http://canadianborealforestagreement.com, www.fsccanada.org

Watershed Sentinel
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Driving a Highway through

Burns Bog

by Stephanie Orford

Gateway’s South Fraser Perimeter Road to Ecosystem Destruction

Should Delta sacrifice a keystone ecological region for
a chance at economic growth? Many Delta citizens and environmentalists are outraged by the proposed South Fraser
Perimeter Road (SFPR), a four-lane highway to run along
the south side of the Fraser River, and by their inability to
give input on its development. The provincial government
signed the SFPR design, build, finance, and operate agreement on August 12th with the Fraser Transportation Group,
a conglomerate of companies that will build the road.

Eliza Olson, president of the Burns Bog Conservation
Society, says the proposed highway would have myriad
disastrous effects on Delta’s Burns Bog and surrounding
ecology. “We’re not opposed to the road. We’re opposed to
its location,” she told the Watershed Sentinel. “There are
alternatives.”
The road would put many species at risk, including the
sandhill crane and migratory birds, and would run through
the only known habitat in BC of the southern red-backed
vole. The SFPR would also cut off water
drainage from the bog into the Fraser
River, endangering the plankton that
get their nutrients from bog runoff, and
thereby the fish that feed on that
plankton, Olson says. This situation is not unprecedented – bog
degradation has already reduced
fish populations in the UK.
The SFPR, a part of the fedA bundle of western Canada’s
eral/provincial
Gateway transportaindependent environmental news
tion project, would also destroy part
magazine for your organization, a local
of the bog itself, and the bog’s ability
gathering place or library. We can also
to provide fresh water for irrigation to
match willing donors with eager eco-centres that
surrounding farmland. Alongside its
need sponsorship. The magazines come as a bundle to one effects on the bog, Susan Jones of the
Boundary Bay Conservation Comaddress for as little as $1.20 a copy -- just about cost.
mittee told the Watershed Sentinel by
email that the road would decrease air
5
$40;
quality of the region, encroach on areas
Number of
10 $70;
reserved for farmland (the Agricultural
copies x five
issues
(1year)
Land Reserve), and destroy two key
15 $100;
First Nations archaeological sites.
20 $125; Note single copy
According to Olson and Jones,
www.watershedsentinel.ca
subscription
the
BC
government has all but ignored
25 $150;
or use the insert form
=$25
warnings by the project’s scientific ad50 $300
visory panel, whose powers have been
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THE LAND

very restricted. The SFPR has received an inadequate, “piecemeal environmental assessment,” says Olson. “Without proper cumulative assessment of the whole Pacific Gateway
Strategy, we risk incremental destruction
and collapse of the integrity of the Fraser
River Estuary ecosystem,” said Jones.
“They like to say it’s not going through
the bog, but it is,” says Olson. “It’s just they
have skirted the conservation area.” The road
building process would be allowed to destroy
crucial environment by finding loopholes
like this one in the regulatory system, she
says.
The Gateway Project has been in the works since 1994,
when it was initiated by representatives of the transportation industry in the form of the Greater Vancouver Gateway
Council. Construction is projected to cost $658 million,
“excellent value for taxpayer dollars,” according to Transportation and Infrastructure Minister Shirley Bond.
When the SFPR Agreement was announced, the Honourable Stockwell Day, the President of the Treasury Board
of Canada and Minister responsible for the Asia-Pacific
Gateway, said that the route was an “important national
trading connection with the Asia-Pacific,” and would create
jobs and enhance traffic flow throughout metro Vancouver.
Local businesses will also profit, said Bond, adding
that the SFPR “has been part of regional plans for the past
20 years, including the Greater Vancouver Livable Region
Strategic Plan.”
The Agreement press release also states that the road
plan includes measures to maintain environmental integrity
by improving wildlife habitats, managing Burns Bog’s water runoff, and providing irrigation for local farms. It posits
that the region’s air quality will actually improve as a result
of reduced traffic congestion. Critics of the plan contest all
these statements.

“We’re not opposed to the road.
We’re opposed to its location.”
Although the deal has been signed, Olson believes it
is not too late to change the plan. She suggests alternatives
to the plan, including upgrading existing roads, increasing
public transportation, and using short shipping from Delta
to Prince Rupert.
Some have suggested that Delta apply for Ramsar
(where the first international conference on wetlands was
held) and UNESCO designations to protect the Bog.
Bog ecosystems should not be underestimated, says
Olson. Along with hosting a plethora of flora and fauna,
some rare, Burns Bog is a massive carbon sink, and acts
as Greater Vancouver’s thermostat, absorbing and releasing
water in the atmosphere, which regulates temperature for
kilometres around. “If Burns Bog is destroyed, living in
Vancouver is going to be hell,” she says.
t
Stephanie Orford is a freelance science writer based
in Burnaby. She recently returned from a trip to Iceland,
covered in volcanic ash.
For more information
Burns Bog: www.burnsbog.org
Gateway project: www.th.gov.bc.ca/gateway/SFPR/
sfpr.htm
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CLIMATE CHANGE

Methane: Integrity vs Integrity Management

Pipeline Ruptures and Fugitive Emissions
by Arthur Caldicott
British Columbia’s production of natural gas and coal
is the business of moving hydrocarbons out of the ground
to customers who burn them – to heat their homes, generate electricity, and make steel. Ultimately all the carbon in
these fossil fuel commodities ends up in the atmosphere,
as carbon dioxide (CO2), the number one greenhouse gas
(GHG). BC’s climate action
strategy ignores these GHGs,
which may amount to 120 –
140 million tonnes (mt) a year,
twice as much as all the GHGs
from activities in BC itself.
But there is methane in
the coal, and natural gas IS
methane, and every step of the
way from wellhead and mine
to the customer, some of the
methane is lost. Sometimes
it explodes out of a ruptured
pipeline, or is deliberately
burned, as it is with flaring. Much of it is lost in less visible
ways from leaks and venting at the wells and mines, pipelines and railcars, processing facilities and storage piles and
waste dumps. Across North America, the leaks are estimated as between 5 and 15 per cent of production.
BC’s Greenhouse Gas Inventory Report estimates that
these “fugitive emissions” amounted to 5.5 mt in 2007, or
8.2 per cent of the province’s total domestic emissions of
67.5 mt. Most of that is from natural gas production, and
about 9 per cent is from coal. It is largely ignored and uncontrolled.
The scale of the problem is also severely understated.
Methane packs all of its climate changing punch up front
Watershed Sentinel

– with a 20 year greenhouse effect which is 72 times that
of CO2. Considered this way, BC’s fugitive emissions from
natural gas and coal are closer to 14 per cent of BC’s total
domestic emissions, not 8.2 per cent.
The implications are compelling – to reduce the greenhouse effect of Earth’s atmosphere as quickly as possible,
we should be giving greater
emphasis to reducing methane emissions because of
their higher short term impact.
Pipeline Ruptures
On July 12, 2010, Robert
Adams, an Enbridge VP, told
a US House committee that
“Safety and protection of the
public and environment are
our highest priorities…we
hold this as a core value."
The rest of his testimony had been directed at limiting
expansion of pipeline inspection programmes.
On July 25, an Enbridge pipeline ruptured near Battle Creek, Michigan, spilling more than a million gallons
(3,785 cubic metres) of crude oil into the Kalamazoo River.
It is the largest land-based pipeline spill in North America.
In January, six months earlier, Enbridge had been
warned by regulators that its corrosion monitoring in
this pipeline did not comply with regulations. Enbridge’s
lengthy history of spills – 610 between 1999 and 2008 in the
US – and many other environmental and safety violations –
545 of them in 2007 alone, were cited in a case brought by
the state of Wisconsin, which cost Enbridge $1.1 million.
8
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Quantifying this fugitive methane from coal is challenging. The US EPA calculated global emissions from coal
as between 19 and 57 mt. BC’s Greenhouse Gas Inventory
Report estimates that about 9per cent of BC’s fugitive emissions, or just under 500,000 tonnes of GHGs, come from
coal – that’s the GHG effect of 100,000 more cars on the
road.
That too is about to increase. Driven by record high
prices for metallurgical coal, at least thirteen proposed
mines are at various stages of exploration and permitting
in BC. Teck alone expects to be producing 33 mt by 2013.
The coal targeted for mining by the proposed Raven
Underground Coal Project on Vancouver Island contains
between 1.75 and 3 m3 of “Liberated Methane” per tonne.
This is the methane which will desorb from the coal once it
is mined. At a production rate of 1.5 million tonnes of coal
per year, fugitive methane emissions will be between 1786
and 3061 tonnes, equivalent to 128,558 – 220,385 tonnes of
CO2 per year, or 4.4 million tonnes over the 20 year life of
the mine. Another 881,539 cars.

Enbridge is under intense scrutiny in British Columbia
because of its Northern Gateway proposal – a pair of pipelines from Alberta to Kitimat, one of which would carry tar
sands bitumen to Kitimat. Tankers would then transport the
bitumen to markets on the Pacific Rim – if the huge ships
make it safely out of Douglas Channel and through Hecate
Strait.
Enbridge is not unique. Most of BC’s pipelines have
ruptured. The causes include manufacturing defects, corrosion, machine operators, and landslides. The pipeline
industry is quick to divert attention from its own culpability, pointing at third-party causes of pipeline incidents. But
Canada’s National Energy Board reports that most ruptures
are caused by corrosion.
These incidents are avoidable in almost all cases, by
appropriate design and engineering, and with disciplined
inspection and “integrity management,” an industry term.
When the real core value of a pipeline company is a happy
shareholder, then cost-cutting and “risk-management” and
lip-service trump safe operation of a pipeline.
Meanwhile, the slow drip of “fugitive emissions” happens in the background, out of sight, but also with environmental consequences.

It’s a Choice: Avoidable or Inevitable?
The pipeline industry could reduce its ruptures – if it
chose to do so, or if it was forced by regulation. Fugitive
emissions are a sizeable leakage and release of methane and
carbon dioxide that is only beginning to be understood and
measured. BC’s Greenhouse Gas Inventory Report is an encouraging beginning – we cannot begin to solve a problem
until we understand it.
But the real greenhouse gas problems are not the ruptures or the fugitive emissions, they are our reliance on the
hydrocarbons to power our society. That problem we do
understand. Solving it is a political, economic, and environmental challenge we confront against fierce odds, but
confront it we must.
t
Arthur Caldicott is a writer and activist on energy issues
and a frequent contributor to the Watershed Sentinel.

Fugitive Emissions from Natural Gas
Natural gas production in BC’s northeast reached 33.1
million cubic metres in 2009 and is certain to increase in
years to come. As production increases, so will fugitive
emissions.
Gas is routinely flared and vented. When it is flared,
the emissions are mostly CO2; when vented, it is natural
gas – methane – with its greater greenhouse effect. British
Columbia now requires that routine flaring cease by 2016.
The BC Greenhouse Gas Inventory Report lists a multitude of other sources of lost gas – releases throughout
the production, processing, and transportation systems.
Shrinkage, measuring discrepancies, and generic “losses”
are also listed. It is a step in the right direction that BC
is now attempting to account for these emissions, but accountability is still some way off.
At 5 mt per year, fugitive GHG emissions from BC’s
natural gas production are 7.4 per cent of the province’s domestic emissions of 67.3 mt. That’s the GHG equivalent of
adding a million cars onto BC’s roads.

The Fires of Hell

The natural desorption of methane from coal results
in disastrous fires and explosions. Time Magazine recently reported that “modern-day coal fires are often an
unintended side effect of mining operations that open coal
seams to oxygen. In some climate conditions the coal
spontaneously combusts. Otherwise, lightning, wildfires
or an ill-placed spark can trigger the blaze.”
Closer to home, near Cumberland, a village on Vancouver Island with a rich history of coal mining, a fire was
started a few years ago by some campers. Unwittingly,
they started the fire on a mining waste dump, and it burned
for more than six months before it was extinguished.

Fugitive Emissions from Coal
Methane forms and is retained in coal. Once the coal
is broken out of the ground, whether by open-pit or underground mining, the methane starts to “desorb” and evaporate. Some fugitive methane is also released from exposed
material left behind in a mine, and from the waste rock.
Watershed Sentinel
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Have You Heard
Compiled by Delores Broten

Pesticides, Parkinsons, and POPS

Sikkim, 6,000 hectares is already certified. By 2015, SikIn June, French scientists said that men with certain gekim aims to be completely organic certified. Kerala aims to
netic variations run an increased risk of developing Parkinconvert all agriculture to organic methods within ten years,
son’s disease when exposed to organochlorine pesticides
but is starting with 30,000 hectares by encouraging the forsuch as DDT. The scientists, whose work was published
mation of farmers’ self-help groups and cooperatives for the
in the Archives of Neurology journal, think the brains of
cultivation, input production, certification and marketing
people with the gene variant fail to flush out toxins as ef—economictimes.indiatimes.com, May 7, 2010;
ficiently as those with normal versions of the gene.
www.thehindubusinessline.com, May 18, 2010
Meanwhile, in May, a study published in Pediatrics
said exposure to organophosphate pesticides is associSalmon Arm Big-Box Battle Round 3
ated with significantly increased risk of Attention-Deficit
Opposition to a big-box shopping centre on the SalmHyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) in children. The study
on River floodplain, west of Salmon River BC, received a
measured pesticide levels in children’s urine. The authors
major set-back in July when city council voted to approve
concluded that exposure to organophosphate pesticides at
the proposal, to be built on land removed from the Agrilevels common among American children
cultural Land Reserve. The environmental
may contribute to a diagnosis of ADHD.
“We should thank assessment was deemed inaccurate by many
Also in June, Canada announced it
Smart Centres for local community experts who consequently
would ratify the addition of nine new subformed a new organization called the Wetturning this town’s
stances to the Stockholm Convention on Perlands Alliance: The Ecological Response
crank so hard it
sistent Organic Pollutants.
(WA:TER). A report for WA:TER showed
is mobilizing our
—University of Montreal, May 17, 2010;
that much of the land floods and should be
community.”
Reuters, June 14, 2010;
part of the riparian reserve. Upon receivEnvironment Canada, June 18, 2010.
ing this report, Ministry of Environment
revised its assessment, which resulted in a reduction of the
Two Indian States Going Organic
development area from 34 to 22 acres.
Two states in India, Kerala and Sikkim, have begun the
Efforts were also made to correct an economic study
full-scale conversion to organic farming. In Sikkim, use of
that claims over $200 million leaves the city every year as
chemical pesticides or inputs was reduced by the withdrawpeople flock to Vernon big-box stores to shop, equivalent to
al of subsidies in 2003. Of 70,000 hectares of arable land in
over $13,000 for every person in the city. The Neskonlith
Indian Band also became involved with the opposition, as
they were never properly consulted and the development
poses significant problems to their property on the other
side of the river.
Opposition continues through complaints to the Ombudsman’s office. As WA:TER president Warren Bell explains, “We should thank Smart Centres for turning this
town’s crank so hard it is mobilizing our community to
continue the fight.” There are many other complications for
the development, such as road building costs to the city and
possible contaminated fill that must be taken off so the topsoil can be removed before the final fill is placed.
Stay tuned! To learn more, visit: www.wa-ter.ca or
www.seas.ca.
—Jim Cooperman
Watershed Sentinel
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Sustainers of the Watershed Sentinel
These generous sustainers help us to provide you with a strong independent voice for
environmental issues, activism, and social justice. We depend on them with thanks.
Stars

BC • Cordula Vogt, Saltspring Island BC • Susan Marie Yoshihara,
Denman Island BC • Ruth & Fred Zwickel, Manson’s Landing BC

Vicky Husband, Victoria BC • GlassWaters Foundation •
Marlene Johnston, Kaslo BC • Mel McDonald, Victoria BC
• Helen Lee & Michael Redican, Quathiaski Cove BC • R.E.
Wolf, Calgary AB

A very big Thank You to all those listed, to our monthly
donors, those who wish to remain anonymous, and
the many who add a little extra
to their subscription.

Friends
Gordon Albright, Toronto ON • Peter Broomhall, Vancouver
BC • John & Sharon Cashore, Coquitlam BC • Chris & Beth
Napper, Whaletown BC • Norberto Rodriguez dela Vega,
Whaletown BC • Penny Sanger, Ottawa ON • Bruce Torrie,
Kelowna BC • Deb Weiers, Red Deer AB • Peter Johnston &
Sue Wheeler, Lasqueti Island BC • Ray Woollam, Duncan BC

z
Watershed Stars
($500 and over annual donation):

Watershed Stars help us find, follow and write the
stories, print the magazine, distribute it, and sell subscriptions and advertising. In days of yore, sentinels were stationed to herald the approach of threats. Our Watershed
Stars allow us to keep watch on the issues and to inform
concerned citizens and activists.

Patrons
Barnard-Boecker Centre Foundation, Victoria BC • Linda
Bonnefoy, Whitehorse Yukon • Frank Braun, Vancouver BC
• Louis & Vera Broten, Edmonton AB • Alan Martin & Vivian
Chenard, Saltspring Island BC • Mark Roseland & Susan Day,
West Vancouver BC • Wallace DuTemple, North Saanich
BC • Elaine Golds, Port Moody BC • Shirley Holmes & Harry
Holman, Qualicum Beach BC • Elizabeth Horsfield & Stuart
Isto, Powell River BC • John & Cathie Howard, Hornby Island
BC • Dave Hughes, Whaletown BC • Fern Kornelsen, Heriot
Bay BC • Hannah Main, Victoria BC • Eleanore Mameli,
Minstrel Island BC • Ron Mayo, Bella Coola BC • Stefan
Ochman, Bamfield BC •Maggie Paquet, Port Alberni BC •
Colin Rankin, Victoria BC • Nina Raginsky, Saltspring Island BC
• Mary Richardson, Athabasca AB • Norman Riggs, Powell
River BC • John Rosser, Sointula BC • June Ryder, Vancouver BC • Saltspring Books, Saltspring Island BC • Paul
Sanborn, Prince George BC • Basil & Jill Seaton, Jasper AB •
Ronni Solbert, Randolph VT • Dr. Keith Symon Inc, Burnaby BC
• Anna Tilman, Aurora ON • Charley & Amanda Vaughan,
Black Creek BC • Jim Whitworth, Ucluelet BC

Friends of the Watershed Sentinel
($200 - 499 annual donation):

Friends of the Watershed Sentinel help us offer constructive solutions to problems, and praise successes that
lead toward an environmentally sustainable future.
Patrons
($100 - 199 annual donation):

Patrons support the public education programme that
is an integral and essential part of our publication.
Sustaining Subscribers
($50 - 99 annual donation):

Sustaining Subscribers

Sustaining Subscribers assist with the copies of the
Watershed Sentinel in colleges, universities and libraries.

William Andrews, North Vancouver BC • J. Barber-Starkey,
Sidney BC • Jim Bradshaw, Maple Ridge BC • Citizens’ Stewardship Coalition, Port Alberni BC • Michael Cooke, Saltspring
Island BC • Anicca de Trey, Comox BC • Michael & Alison Dyson,
Toronto ON • Lyn Farquharson, Heriot Bay BC • Don Ferguson,
Lethbridge AB • Elizabeth Ferris, Vancouver BC • Alison Fitzgerald, Gabriola Island BC • William & Gretchen Foster, Saltspring
Island BC • Leonard Fraser, Victoria BC • Tina Filippino & Sally
Gellard, Courtenay BC • Alison Graves, Nanaimo BC • Hannes
& Brigitte Grosse, Manson’s Landing BC • Leah Hansel, Saltspring
Island BC • Roy Harvey, Etobicoke ON • A & E Haythorne, Victoria BC • Barb Hourston, Nanaimo BC • Margie Jamieson, TaTa
Creek BC • Janet Jay, Vancouver BC • Geraldine Kenny, Heriot
Bay BC • Jeff King, Abbotsford BC • Judith Lawrence, Hornby
Island BC • D. J. MacKinnon, Vancouver BC • Dave McCandless,
Aldergrove BC • Dorothy & Des McIntosh, Santa Barbara CA •
Doug Jackson & Liza Morris, Mission BC • Cathy & Don Morrison,
Victoria BC • Gail & David Morton, Port Alberni BC • Jo Phillips,
Sooke BC • Brian Pinch, Victoria BC • Robert Pulsford, Black
Creek BC • Peter Ronald, Victoria BC • Martin Rossander, Powell
River BC • Harriet Rueggeberg, Lantzville BC • Barbara Scott,
Victoria BC • Frances Slaney, Ottawa ON • Kieko & Allan Stewart, Hagensborg BC • Beverly Tanchak, Sechelt BC • Christine &
Robert Thompson, Vancouver BC • Marjorie Urquhart, Fanny Bay

Watershed Sentinel

Donating Subscribers

Your extra donations added to your subscription are a
joy to receive, and contribute to every issue.
Friends of Cortes Island sponsors public education
features about sustainable living for Georgia Strait
and the islands – features that focus on renewable energy sources, environmentally friendly building materials, alternative sewage treatment, practical tips on
“Living Green.” To receive a tax receipt, make your
donation to FOCI.
Watershed Sentinel,
P.0. Box 1270,
Comox, BC
Canada V9M 7Z8
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LETTERS

The Watershed Sentinel welcomes letters but reserves
the right to edit for brevity, clarity, legality, and taste.
Anonymous letters will not be published.
Send your musings and your missives to:
Watershed Sentinel, Box 1270, Comox BC V9M 7Z8
editor@watershedsentinel.ca

Leave The Sacred Off Our Plates
Alexandra Morton is a true heroine for her concerted
efforts on behalf of wild salmon and marine ecosystem
health. However not everyone who agrees that “salmon
are sacred” sees land-based, container salmon farming as
an acceptable alternative to the sea-lice plagued open-pen
variety .
We know there is nothing ‘sacred’ about holding
salmon captive anywhere, forcing them to swim in endless
circles en masse in their own excrement, denying them the
biological urge to migrate instilled over millions of years
of evolution. Those of us with the privilege of choice can,
along with working for systemic change, make the personal commitment to leave whatever is left in our ravaged
oceans off our dinner plates altogether. Bears, aquatic
birds, killer whales and other marine mammals are the
ones still absolutely dependent upon salmon for their survival, we are not.
Fireweed, Denman Island, BC

Re: BC Parks Article
The author failed to acknowledge that dozens of the
heavily visited parks occur on land acquired by Branch
staff, and failed to provide info about the variety offered
by the park system including dozens of marine parks, several linear trail corridors, and popular cross country skiing
areas. Nor does she acknowledge the leadership role of
the Province over 50 years to provide funding and lands
to stimulate the regional park system which now provides
millions of day use visits which have not declined; they
have just shifted to parks closer to home.
Second, the article ignores the major policy gains
made in the late 80s which, apart from the Park Act, set
the foundation and implemented policies that protect
parks.
While government has in fact shrunk the base budget
for parks at cost of park rangers and interpretation programmes, it is wrong to suggest they underfunded parks.
Instead they provided extra millions for KVR trestles,
bark beetle cleanup and critical links in the TransCanada
Trail. Over 200 million dollars was made available for
parkland acquisitions. This same government has added
over 1.5 million hectares to the park system. And recently
to our surprise they committed to protect the Flathead valley.
Another recent positive feature is that in contrast to
the confrontation of the 1980s and 90s, it has been an era
of co-operation. First with land trusts to acquire millions
of dollars of land and second were numerous co-management agreements with First Nations with respect to park
designations, most notably for the Great Bear Rainforest.
This is a commendable legacy from which to end the first
100 years.
I do acknowledge a huge mistake with regards to the
WFP lands.
At this point in time it is easy to find fault and to get
picky about irritants to visiting our parks. Instead, while I
recognize need to retain public oversight, I use the occasion
of Parks’ 100th Anniversary to celebrate our amazing accomplishment of protecting over 14% of our land base.
James Anderson, Victoria, BC

Amazing Migration
By happenstance I was at Alexandra Morton’s Wild
Salmon rally at the BC Legislature on May 8, one of the
most amazing gatherings I have ever witnessed in the
past 20+ years. What really struck me was the unity and
“respect” shown to the procession, a great mix of folks,
across generations/backgrounds/interests, as it marched
along the harbour in front of the Empress, to the BC Leg.
Excellent and ‘professional’ organization, and absolutely a re-invigorating experience, especially in these
times of trying to potty-train Neanderthals as Canada slips
into a 21st century stone age...
With no offense to Neanderthals intended,
Dave Campbell, Banff, AB

Incineration and Dioxin
The incineration of garbage is a bad idea tried and
abandoned by New York State. I worked on a garbage
burner in Buchanan NY that produced dioxins that were
later seen in test wells in the vicinity of the plant. Voters
finally elected to shut it and other plants down. It seems
that plastics when incinerated are the culprits that produce
the dioxins. That particular plant was touted as the next
best effort in the green revolution coming to Americans.
It produced electricity from the steam it produced and
was heralded as a success story until the dioxin came into
view. We must be ever vigilant to stop industry from destroying our most valuable resource, WATER!
Doug Cameron, The Coalition on Aquifer Science,
Cowichan, BC
Watershed Sentinel
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by Joyce Nelson
Metals can be used and recycled through the economy almost without
limit. Fewer Mines = Less Pollution = Less GHGs
“One of the beauties of steel is
you can keep recycling it. It is infinitely recyclable,” says Ron Watkins,
president of the Canadian Steel Producers Association. Those who doubt
the strength of recycled steel need
only have experienced the 12-kilometre security fence for the G20 meeting
in Toronto, made entirely of recycled
steel.
If “secondary steel” (made from
totalled cars and dead appliances) is
good enough for the G20, it’s obvious
that recycled steel should increasingly replace primary steel. This would
phase out the need for mining of iron
ore and metallurgical coal used in primary steel production. Production of
secondary steel uses electric-arc furnaces, not coal, to melt the scrap.
Jamie Kneen, of MiningWatch
Canada, told me in a recent phone interview that “mining is a major contributor to greenhouse-gas emissions”
and should increasingly be replaced
with secondary metals. “Metals do
not lose their mechanical or metallurgical properties when recycled, while
retaining their economic value.” As a
result, he says, “Metals can be used
and recycled through the economy almost without limit.”
That’s exactly the thinking behind a preliminary report called The
Recycling Rates of Metals: A Status
Watershed Sentinel

Report, released in May by the International Panel for Sustainable Resource Management of the UN Environment Programme (UNEP). The
report says, for example, that global
primary steel production causes 2.2
billion tonnes of GHG emissions annually; however, “for each 100 million
tonnes of primary steel substituted by
Recycling metals, sometimes
called “urban mining,” is between two and ten times more
energy efficient than smelting
the metal from virgin ores.
secondary or recycled steel, a saving
of around 150 million tonnes of C02
is possible.”
Recycled steel production also
uses 40% less water and produces
97% fewer mining wastes, besides reducing costs by 90%.
Metals recycling “could save millions if not billions of tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions,” while also generating green jobs, says the UNEP
preliminary report, but countries simply are not doing enough to recapture
metals for re-use. UNEP’s final report
will be released in autumn 2010.
Urban Mining
UNEP’s Working Group on Metals, the authors of the preliminary re14

port, is chaired by Thomas Graedel,
professor of Industrial Ecology at
Yale University. Graedel says, “One
of the phenomena of our modern, industrial age is that increasingly metals stocks are ‘above ground’ in structures such as buildings and ships and
products from cell phones to personal
computers.” Graedel calls these “an
extraordinary resource for sustainable
development not only in terms of supplies but also the opportunity for reducing energy demand while curbing
pollution, including rising greenhouse
gas emissions.”
Energy use is a “huge issue”
for mining, says Kneen. “They go
through an awful lot of diesel fuel”
for extraction and refining, with energy “about one-third of their costs.”
In fact, by 2004, more than 8% of all
energy used in Canada was for mining, milling and smelting.
Recycling metals, sometimes
called “urban mining,” is between
two and ten times more energy efficient than smelting the metal from
virgin ores. For example, recycling
zinc results in 60% of energy savings;
steel – 74%; copper – 85%; aluminum
– 95%. These are major savings in energy use.
Currently only a few metals, such
as iron and platinum, have global recycling rates of 50% or higher. About
40% of the world’s copper production
and about 30% of the world’s aluminum production use recycled metals.
September-October 2010
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Copper, aluminum, lead and tin could
easily be recycled at a very high rate
globally but are not, largely because
of various nations’ policy inaction
and inertia. The UNEP report states
that improving the recycling rates
of common, mass-produced metals
such as copper and steel could “play
an important part in meeting climate
change targets.”
GHG emissions from recycling
aluminum, for example, are about 12
times lower than primary aluminum
production. For every tonne of copper recycled, the GHG emission reductions are estimated at four tonnes
of equivalent C02. For every tonne of
steel recycled, the GHG emissions reductions are equivalent to one tonne
of C02 .
The Canadian Situation
The Green Budget Coalition
(which includes 21 Canadian ENGOs)
estimates that “Canadian households
discard between 116,000 and 232,000
tonnes of scrap metal a year, much of
which could be recycled.” But think
of the military, with its vast technograveyards of obsolete hardware.
Neither Statistics Canada nor
Natural Resources Canada (NRCan)
collects comprehensive information
on metals recycling. The Minerals and
Metals Sector of NRCan states on its
website: “The amount of metal recycled and recovered in Canada has never been accurately measured” because
“the same material will pass through
many hands before it reaches the
smelter, refiner, or furnace,” thereby
increasing the potential for measurement errors.
The Canadian Association of
Recycling Industries (CARI), which
represents more than 260 companies,
estimates that more than 16 million
tonnes of scrap metal are recycled in
Canada annually. Len Shaw, Executive Director of CARI, told me that
figure is “more than 80% of all scrap
Watershed Sentinel

available for recycling, apart from remote areas” where it’s harder to get.
“We’re doing a good job in metals” in
Canada, he said.
Ramsey Hart, of MiningWatch
Canada, says, “I’d be thrilled if that’s
the case,” but “there’s no way we’re
recycling 80%” of our scrap metal
now. The real question,” he says, “is:
What does CARI mean by the phrase
‘available for recycling’? Does that
mean ‘metals collected’? or ‘easily
recyclable metals’? We could be recycling 80% of what’s available for recycling, but what’s available could be
only 20%” of a given metal.”
Rob Sinclair of NRCan also told
me scrap metal recycling numbers are
“tricky” because “there’s ‘new scrap,’
‘old scrap,’ ‘run-around scrap,’ ‘home
scrap,’ and the stuff that’s hardest to
track is ‘post-consumer scrap.’ I think
it’s a high number [that Canada is recycling], but I don’t know what it is.
Sometimes,” he says, “the private sector likes to give a more positive outlook” than is really the case.
Moreover, a high percentage of
Canadian scrap is actually exported
(particularly to the US), rather than
used domestically for re-manufacturing – but is still counted as recycled.
Canada is also not doing such a good
job when it comes to electronic waste

(e-waste), which is counted separately
in the industry. And most important,
the metals recycling industry continues to face a variety of barriers in
Canada.
Barriers to Metals Recycling
In their “Recommendations for
Budget 2010,” the Green Budget
Coalition placed “Metal and Mineral
Recycling” as the second of seven
recommended actions for the Canadian federal government. Corporate
tax rates still favour mining over recycling. MiningWatch Canada has
long been asking for the elimination of the 100% Accelerated Capital
Cost Allowance (ACCA) for mining,
or alternatively, the extention of the
100% ACCA to metal recycling facilities. Federal financial policies provide “substantial tax benefits that are
unique to the mining industry,” says
Jamie Kneen, helping make the costs
of producing primary metals and minerals “artificially low.” This is a great
disadvantage to metals recovery and
recycling.
MiningWatch Canada’s website
notes that the subsidies to the mineral
and metal mining industries include
“the protection from environmental
liability, as well as the provision of
Continued on Page 16



For the Love of Bling
One of the easiest metals to recycle is
gold, mainly because at least 68% of mined
gold is used for jewellery. (Only 14% is used
for industrial purposes, and 19% for investment purposes – think gold bars stored in a
safe.) The World Gold Council, however, is
concerned about “scrapping” (as the jewellery-recycling practice is called) and actually
tracks the amount of “fresh” bullion sold for jewellery in countries like India,
where new gold purchases declined by 33% in 2009.
Perhaps if consumers knew that producing one gold wedding ring
creates 20 tonnes of waste rubble and extensive GHG emissions (along with
acid mine drainage and socio-political havoc), they might consider having a
goldsmith recast a “used” piece of gold jewellery to seal their wedding vows.
15
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Closing the Loop continued
infrastructure, energy and water at
less than the full cost. For example,
Canadian industries have traditionally enjoyed energy prices that were
among the lowest in the world, which
has simply encouraged the development of energy-intensive industries
such as mining. If energy subsidies
are removed in Canada, some mines
may be proved to be so inefficient that
they become uneconomical.”
Critics of the Site C hydroelectric
project in BC argue that it is being
developed primarily to feed a north-

west transmission line to facilitate
new mining developments at Dease
Lake. Marilyn Baptiste, Chief of Xeni
Gwet'in First Nations, says Taseko's
controversial Prosperity Mine coppergold project (which proposes to use
Fish Lake as a tailings-pond dump)
depends on “a $35 million-plus annual subsidy from BC Hydro rate-payers
to supply the mine with cheap power.”
In 2004, Canadian subsidies to
the mining industry were estimated
at “over $510 million annually, not
including the cost of remediating the

Bonehead Alert!!!

Critics on both sides of the Canada/US border are slamming a plan by
Bruce Power, the private nuclear generating company, to ship 3,500 tonnes of
nuclear waste through Lake Huron, Lake Erie, Lake Ontario, the St. Lawrence
River, and the Atlantic Ocean to Sweden for metals recycling beginning in
late September.
Rather than being stored on site as the 2005 Environmental Assessment
states, the 32 old radioactive steam generators are to be transported, in two
separate shipments, through waterways that provide drinking water for some
45 million people.
According to Gordon Edwards, President of the Canadian Coalition for
Nuclear Responsibility, the Swedish company Studsvik will partially decontaminate and recycle “up to 90%” of the radiation-laced steel, which “will be
sold as scrap metal for unrestricted use, which means that small amounts of
man-made radioactive materials created in the Bruce rectors (e.g. plutonium,
strontium-90, cesium-137, and cobalt-60) will end up in such everyday items
as pots and pans, forks and spoons, zippers and safety pins.” The materials
that cannot be recycled would then be shipped back from Sweden for storage
in Ontario.
Says Edwards, the governments of Ontario and Canada must prohibit
these shipments “because the transport of radioactive debris through our precious waterways should not be condoned, and the dissemination of radioactive
waste into consumer goods should not be countenanced.” More than 50 ENGOs, as well as mayors along the route, are against the shipments.
The Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission will hold a one-day public
hearing on the plan in Ottawa on Sept. 29th 2010. A link to a petition against it
is at www.watershedsentinel.ca
Watershed Sentinel
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over 10,000 abandoned mines they
have left behind” in Canada, according to Joan Kuyek, former National
Co-ordinator of MiningWatch Canada.
Other tax breaks for primary
mining in Canada include the Mineral Exploration Tax Credit and the
Super Flow Through Share Program,
which allows exploration expenses to
be passed on to shareholders as tax
write-offs. Companies can also accumulate their exploration and development expenses in tax pools that can be
transferred and sold.
MiningWatch Canada has also
found that “in 2002 and 2003, some
of our largest mining companies, with
sales in the billions, paid no corporate
income tax, thanks to their ability to
write-off exploration and development, operating and capital expenses
at the time of their choosing.” The
metals recycling industry gets no such
tax breaks.
Even the OECD has recommended that Canada’s “preferential tax
treatment of conventional resource
sectors, such as oil and gas, minerals and metals, should be eliminated”
on both environmental and economic
grounds.
The Feds’ bias toward primary
mining instead of recycling is also
apparent in Natural Resources Canada’s 2009-2010 Report on Plans and
Priorities, which makes no mention
of metals recycling or lifecycle stewardship of minerals and metals. In
another concession, Ottawa this year
quietly revised the rules governing
environmental assessments of major
projects such as mines, allowing Environment Canada to dilute reviews
at the minister’s discretion – thereby
effectively neutering the federal environmental review process.
“While other countries are providing support to their [metals] recycling sector,” says Kneen, “Canada
continues to favour the more enviSeptember-October 2010
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ronmentally damaging and
unsustainable extraction of
primary metals, putting the
Canadian recycling industry
at a competitive disadvantage.”

The Consumerist

formal recognition in PEI,
New Brunswick, Manitoba,
Labrador and Saskatchewan,
but is only on a voluntary operating basis in Ontario. In
2009, the Recycle My Cell
ISP recovered only 345,694
Metals Shortages
cell phones nationally. Over
The market price for sec21 million Canadians have
ondary metal and minerals is
cell service and most people
the key driver for successful
likely buy a new phone every
implementation of recycling.
two years.
When the recent Great ReIn June the CWTA withcession caused losses in the
drew its application for Oncommodities market, metals
tario ISP certification, citing
recyclers also saw the prices
red tape and foot-dragging
paid for scrap metals greatly
by Waste Diversion Ontario.
reduced. Now both are on the
Unfortunately, this occurred
upswing.
at the same time that the
However, because of the
Ontario Liberal government
current prices on container
capitulated to lobbying presWhile other countries are providing support to
shipping, it costs only a few
sure and postponed (possibly
their metal recycling sector, Canada continues to
hundred dollars to send a
permanently) its revisions for
favour the more environmentally damaging and
container back to China, so it
Ontario’s Waste Diversion
unsustainable extraction of primary metals.
is often cheaper to send scrap
Act, which would have greatly
metal overseas than it is to ship
extended the province’s prodit by rail to domestic smelters. Canada
uct stewardship and extended producgallium (used in electronics equipbans the export of e-waste to develer responsibility programs.
ment), indium (used in photovoltaic
oping countries, but Canadian comIn North America, the recycling
cells, semiconductors and LEDs), and
panies are allowed to ship e-waste to
rate for electronics equipment is only
hafnium (used in integrated circuits
brokers in the US, which has no such
about 18%. CARI estimates that Canand nuclear reactors) could run short
rules against transporting materials
ada generates about 140,000 tonnes of
within a decade.
offshore.
e-waste annually.
These are metals that are crucial
That’s one of the reasons why
As UNEP’s Working Group on
for clean technologies like solar enOntario’s e-waste disposal program
Metals chair Thomas Graedel says,
ergy and advanced batteries. But the
(Ontario Electronic Stewardship) in
“We need to do a better job of grabpreliminary UNEP report states that
bing those metals for recycling, which
its first year gathered only one-third
recycling rates for electronics equipmeans we need to be doing a better
of the 42,000 tonnes of e-waste it had
ment (which contain these fully recyjob of product design to allow for this
planned to collect. Rather than sell the
clable metals, along with silver, gold,
recovery.”
e-waste to the OES for $235 per tonne,
aluminum, bismuth, copper, nickel,
And that better design, fuelled
some recyclers are selling the material
palladium, lead, antimony, iron and
by product stewardship, could lead to
outside the country for five times that
zinc) are globally “just between five
other benefits, like cutting energy use
amount.
and ten%, in part because less than
and GHG emissions, and fewer mines
Professor Graedel says, “Metal
10% of consumer cell phones are rearound the Canadian countryside.
shortages are going to push us to becycled properly.”
t
come more innovative designers and
The Canadian Wireless Telecommore efficient recyclers.” Scientists
munications Association (CWTA) has
Joyce Nelson is a freelance writare now saying that copper, zinc, and
an Industry Stewardship Program
er/researcher and the author of five
platinum are “endangered” and could
(ISP) called Recycle My Cell which
books.
be in short supply by the end of this
has received approval in British Cocentury. Already, minerals such as
lumbia and Nova Scotia, as well as
Watershed Sentinel
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Canadian Pollution Count

party in the corporation (that's the “person”) must sign off
on the report, and that the Act carries potential criminal
penalties that could be applied to those reporters. But, of
course, this possibility is mostly nonsense, to use polite language.
There are just too many loopholes to establish legal responsibility for false or misleading information. For example, most reporting firms hire consultants to prepare their
reports. And the methods used by the reporter, whoever
it is, are rarely as direct and unambiguous as measuring
what comes out of the stack or outfall. Rather, estimates are
made based on production data, process data, or emissions
factors.

The Federales and the National
Pollution Release Inventory
by Dave Stevens
“Out of Kilter: BC Pollution Monitors,” (Summer
2010), looked at errors in pollution data in the BC provincial monitoring network. There are similar issues on the
national scene.
The Canadian Environmental Protection Act, revised
in 1999 (CEPA99), is the flagship federal environmental
legislation in Canada. CEPA99 requires the ministers of
Health and Environment to collect data to “establish a national inventory of releases of pollutants...” That inventory
is the National Pollutant Release Inventory, the NPRI.
Every year a notice is published in the Canada Gazette
requiring “persons” to report on how much pollution they
have released into the environment in Canada. The data is
available online and can be searched by area, by industry,
and in other ways. There is a lot of data there and it is generally expanding over time.
A standing body, the Working Group on Substances
(the WG), meets several times a year to discuss what to
report on and under what circumstances. This group has
many members and committees, industries, jurisdictions,
and health and environmental non-governmental organizations (ENGOs) among them. The ENGO WG members
annually prepare reports to Environment Canada. Environment Canada reviews the reports and uses them as advice
to decide what requirements to make in next year's notice.
There are many potential and actual problems with
self-reporting of pollution by polluters and the NPRI suffers from all of them..

Emissions Factors
Emissions factors offer an especially rich field for interpretation, interpretive applicability, and out-of-date science. The idea is that you don't measure pollution in a direct
way. Instead, a conversion factor is applied to some aspect
of operations to get your estimate of emissions. In the US,
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has published
many emissions factors in their AP-42 document. The full
document runs to many pages and is supported by many
more pages of background science documents. This is necessarily the case in a highly litigious environment such as
the US where large amounts of money are potentially at
stake. But it complicates matters so that a straightforward
analysis of the adequacy of pollution reports based on emissions factors is often not possible.
If the staff at Environment Canada's Pollution Data
Branch are underfunded, understaffed and overworked, it
might be that some dodgy reporting gets by. Further, some
of the nastier pollutants, such as Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs), are a wildly toxic soup of up to hundreds
of different kinds of chemicals. If the burden of providing
a detailed analysis is held to be unreasonable, or if the reporting units or thresholds are controversial (and, hey, controversy-on-demand is cheaper than compliance), well then
the WG or its subcommittees can argue for a very long time
about thresholds and detailed reporting. And it does.

Avoiding Liability
If there is any actual or potential liability associated
with pollution, then it would clearly be in the best interest of
the polluters to understate the extent of their contribution.
Against this might be the consideration that a responsible
Watershed Sentinel
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ness, understandability, coherence and reliability, timeliThresholds for Reporting
ness, and accessibility of the information held in the NaEC's rule of thumb is that if it has reports from the 20%
tional Pollutant Release Inventory (NPRI).”
of teh largest emitters, it has 80% of the pollution data and
Why does it matter? “Pollution tracking and environthat this affords a suitable basis for management of risks to
mental
monitoring are critical activities, given the potential
the health of Canadians and to the environment. Various
for
serious
and irreversible damage to human health and the
thresholds based on size, industry, and activity eliminate
environment
from pollution.”
many who need not report.
What
did
the Commissioner find? “The Department
But is that a suitable basis? In the April 2009 Journal of
[EC] is unable to assess the accuracy
the Air Waste Management Association,
and completeness of the data, nor does
Dr. Judi Kryzanowski reported on her
it adequately state the limitations of the
study of small facilities in the upstream
data so that users understand its nature
oil and gas (UOG) industry in northeast
...This has a critical impact on the reliaBC. After examining the consequences of
bility of comparisons and trend analysis”
ignoring small facilities whose collective
[italics mine]. The Commissioner noted
emissions are substantial, she concludes
that Environment Canada had reviewed
that the strategy of using a minimum size
and agreed with his recommendations.
threshold to exclude small emitters has
The quality of the data is inadequate as a
been a mistake:
basis for precautionary decision making.
“An analysis of official emissions
data and reporting policies showed that
Deadly Consequences
inventories severely underestimate UOG
There are just too many
In August 2008, the Canadian Mediemission sources. Industry-based emisloopholes to establish legal
cal
Association
(CMA) published “No
sion estimates were combined with a conresponsibility for false or
Room
to
Breathe,”
a national estimate of
ventional government-based emissions
misleading information.
the
illness
costs
of
air
pollution. It's hairinventory to give a more comprehensive
raising
stuff,
pointing
to 21,000 deaths
dataset for the region. When CAC sourcannually
and
many
more
less
severe
effects.
And that esties were considered inclusively and cumulatively across the
mate
is
known
to
be
based
significantly
on
underreported
region’s landscape.... Emissions of the CAC (criteria air
and underestimated data.
contaminant) sulphur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxides (NOx),
What, if anything, will Environment Canada do about
and volatile organic compounds approximately doubled,
this?
In its conference call in June 2010 with the Working
reaching intensities comparable to urban areas. “ [italics
Group
on Substances, François Lavallée set out the departmine]
ment's
work plan, developed to address the shortcomings
And again, “An analysis of uncertainty and reporting
cited
in
the CESD report. It's early days yet, but there is
policy suggests that inventory omissions are not limited to
some
reason
to hope that there will be improvements in the
the study area and that Canadian pollutant emissions are
quality
of
NPRI
data quality.
systematically underestimated. The omissions suggest that
The
problems
with the NPRI make reasoned decision
major changes in reporting procedures are needed in Canamaking
about
pollution
very badly compromised. These
da if true estimates of annual pollutant emissions are to be
problems
are
well
understood
and are not accidents. They
documented.”
are
the
result
of
priority
setting
that has for years progresBasically, she says the current threshold scheme does
sively
compromised
the
capacity
of the government to fulfil
not afford a robust basis for risk management actions.
its obligation to act to protect the health of Canadians. The
CMA report sets out the deadly consequences.
Quality Assurance
The Commissioner for Sustainable Development and
t
the Environment (CSDE) is an officer of Parliament in
Dave
Stevens
is a self-employed
the federal Office of the Auditor General. In fall 2009, the
computer
geek
and
amateur carpenCommissioner released an investigation into the quality of
ter.
From
time
to
time
he advises
National Pollutant Release Inventory data.
A Millwatch Special Report
From
Environment
Canada
on
how to
The Commissioner “expected that Environment CanaReach for Unbleached!
handle
toxic
emissions.
They
don’t
da would have quality assurance systems and practices in
http://www.rfu.org
take the advice but they pay anyway.
place, including those applicable to the accuracy, completeWatershed Sentinel
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Still Silencing Democratic Debate

Strategic Lawsuits Against
Public Participation
The Record Reveals A Crying Need
for Anti-SLAPP Legislation In Canada
It would be any organization’s worst nightmare. On Feb. 12,
2010, a fax arrived at Vancouver’s Talon Books marked “With
Prejudice” in black capital letters on Davies Ward Phillips &
Vineberg LLP letterhead. “Dear Sirs,” the fax began. “We are
counsel to Barrick Gold Corporation and are writing concerning the announcement...that Talon Books is scheduled to publish,
in May 2010, a book called Imperial Canada Inc.: Legal Haven of
Choice for the World’s Mining Industries.”

by Joyce Nelson
The lawyers for Barrick demanded that the publisher, the Quebec authors, and the translators of the French
manuscript turn over any portion of it
“that makes direct or indirect reference to Barrick, [its subsidiary] Sutton Resources Ltd., or to any of their
past or present subsidiaries, affiliates,
directors or officers” or face legal
proceedings.
Watershed Sentinel

Toronto-based
Barrick
is the world’s biggest goldmining company. Its corporate
directors include former Prime
Minister Brian Mulroney, who is also
Chairman of Barrick’s International
Advisory Board.
The book in question, written by
Quebec lead author Alain Deneault
and other Quebec members of the Collectif Ressources d’Afrique, was described in Talon Books’ Spring 2010
Catalogue: “Imperial Canada Inc. sets
out to ask a simple question: why is
Canada home to more than 70 per cent
of the world’s mining companies? The
authors, all respected scholars in their
fields, meticulously research four factors: Quebec’s and Ontario’s mining
20

codes; the history of the Toronto Stock
Exchange; Canada’s involvement with
Caribbean havens; and finally, Canada’s official role of promoting itself
to international institutions governing
the world’s mining sector.”
Imperial Canada Inc. was specifically commissioned by Talon Books,
apparently inspired by another book
by the same lead author, which was
published by Montreal’s Les Éditions
Écosociété in 2008: Noir Canada:
Pillage, corruption et criminalité en
Afrique.
A week before that book’s publication, Barrick Gold and another Canadian gold- mining company (Banro
Corp.) launched lawsuits against the
authors and publisher of Noir Canada
September-October 2010
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for a total of $11 million, claiming
defamation for the book’s description of Canadian mining practices in
Africa. The Barrick case goes to trial
in Quebec in September 2011. The
Ontario case (Banro) apparently does
not yet have a trial date. Les Editions
Ecosociété did not return calls for an
interview.
As Philip Resnick wrote for The
Tyee (April 21, 2010): “Great wealth
corrupts and the power of a corporation like Barrick, as exemplified in
the Talonbooks and Ecosociété cases,
is a significant threat to our rights and
freedoms, above all to freedom of expression. How ironic, therefore, that
the University of Toronto, a haven of
academic freedom, should bask in the
gifts of Peter Munk [founder and chair
of Barrick, who recently donated another $35 million to the U of T]. Instead of endlessly exposing abuses of
human rights in China and elsewhere,
perhaps the denizens of the [new]
Munk School of Global Affairs should
turn their attention to dangers lurking
closer to home.”
Threat of Financial Ruin
One of those dangers is the proliferation of lawsuits called Strategic
Lawsuits Against Public Participation, or SLAPPs. Their use in Canada
to silence individuals and organizations has escalated over the past decade to such an extent that in Ontario
at least 65 municipalities have passed
resolutions calling for anti-SLAPP
legislation, and more than 60 organizations recently signed a letter to Premier Dalton McGuinty requesting
protection from SLAPP suits. Gord
Miller, Environmental Commissioner
of Ontario, called SLAPP suits “a contagion” in his 2009 Annual Report.
Quebec is the only province that
has an anti-SLAPP law, passed in
2009 because of wide-spread public
pressure. In British Columbia, a NDP
Watershed Sentinel

government enacted an anti-SLAPP
representations to local government,
law in April 200l, but it was repealed
picketing, making submissions to
just five months later by the BC Libgovernment agencies, and even for
eral government of Premier Gordon
testifying at public hearings.”
Campbell. Anti-SLAPP bills were
also introduced in New Brunswick
Turning Point
in 1997, in Nova Scotia in 2003, and
in Ontario in 2008, but were never
On May 14, Talon Books’ webpassed.
site announced: “What have become
It is routine for the filers of
known as SLAPP suits work espeSLAPP suits to claim damages in the
cially well in Canada, and, of course,
millions of dollars for defamation
like most Canadians, we can’t afford
(which includes libel and
slander as subcategories),
Quebec is the only province that has
conspiracy, inducement of
an anti-SLAPP law, passed in 2009
breach of contract, or inbecause
of wide-spread public pressure.
terference with economic
relations or business inone....As for Imperial Canada Inc.,
terests. Their targets are usually
we have put it back on our list for fall
grassroots associations that are unin2010 publication. We intend to show
corporated – which means they don’t
the complete manuscript to Barrick
have the limited liability protection
prior to the book’s release, to allow
a corporation provides. This makes
Barrick the opportunity to ‘correct’
members personally liable, and their
any ‘falsehoods’ about how they
personal assets at risk of seizure.
conduct their business affairs, worldThe goal of a SLAPP suit is not
wide, that they feel it may contain.
necessarily to win the case, but to
We thank them, in advance, for their
silence and harass critics and divert
invaluable assistance in this regard.”
their time, energies and limited funds
But when reached by phone at the
into a lengthy legal quagmire. The leend of June, Talon’s Karl Siegler told
gal costs to a developer or a multiname, “We haven’t decided yet whether
tional corporation are part of the costs
we want to give [the manuscript] to
of doing business, but to an individual
them. Talks have progressed since
or organization, a court case could
May. Barrick isn’t sure they want to
mean financial ruin.
see it.” Talon Books is being assisted
The Canadian courts have been
by John Dixon of the BC Civil Liberreluctant to extend Charter protection
ties Association (BCCLA).
of freedom of expression to disputes
A “turning point” came, said Siebetween private parties. That has
gler, “when the media started to get
made Canadians especially vulneron to this and it ceased to be a private
able to SLAPP suits.
matter.”
In a piece for the Winnipeg Free
Barrick has been threatening to
Press (May 4, 2010) Winnipeg lawyer
sue a variety of publications and inDonald J. Johnston writes: “The most
dividuals for at least a decade. Jamie
basic activities of citizens speaking
Kneen, of MiningWatch Canada, told
out on issues of public concern or enme that Barrick “threatened us before
gaging in debate about public issues
the others. It was a threat of a lawsuit
have given rise to SLAPPs. Individufor libel and defamation for calling
als have been sued for writing letters
for an inquiry into what happened at
to a newspaper, speaking to the media, circulating petitions, organizing
Continued on Page 22
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a Tanzanian mine where a quarter of
a million people were forceably relocated. The lawsuit never materialized,” he said, “but we took the threat
seriously.”
BC SLAPP Filers
The use of SLAPP suits to silence
critics began in the US in the 1970s, as
the environmental movement gained
strength. By the 1990s, the trend
had moved to Canada, especially to
BC, where most SLAPP suits have
occurred. In 1997, Sharon Beder, the
author of Global Spin: The Corporate
Assault on Environmentalism, wrote
that forest companies MacMillan
Bloedel Ltd. and Fletcher Challenge
had “between them sued over 100
individuals and four community and
environmental organizations who opposed the logging of ancient rainforest
on Vancouver Island.”
One of the more high-profile
SLAPP suits was brought by MacMillan Bloedel in 1995 against the
Galiano Island Conservancy Association, a small Gulf Island environmental group promoting zoning bylaws
to curtail the company’s real estate
development of its extensive private
forest land. MacBlo also sued the
Galiano Island Trust Committee (the
island’s local government) and three
elected officials, contending that they,
along with the Conservancy, were part
of a “conspiracy” to injure its business
interests.
After a long legal battle, the allegations were dismissed in a unanimous judgement of the BC Court of
Appeal. Sierra Legal Defence Fund
(now called Ecojustice Canada) provided pro bono legal representation
for the islanders.
Recent BC SLAPPS
According to a 2009 article by
Michaelin Scott (articling with Sack
Watershed Sentinel

Goldblatt Mitchell LLP) and Chris
Tollefson (law professor at the University of Victoria), in the years following the repeal of BC’s anti-SLAPP
law, “many environmental groups
have faced threats of legal actions
for their campaigns.” In 2003, the
West Coast Environmental Law Association itself became the target of
a threatened SLAPP when it helped
organize a community forum “to debate the potential impacts of a plan to
develop coal-bed methane resources
in northern part of Vancouver Island.”
Another recent SLAPP suit has
stunned residents of Vernon, BC.
Retired justice of the peace Jack Aasen
and his wife Judy joined with several

Many environmental groups
have faced threats of legal
actions for their campaigns.
neighbours to protest the high utility
rates charged by Brad Chapman, a
local developer whose companies provide private sewer and water services
in their subdivision. They wrote letters, signed petitions and complained
to the City of Vernon. Chapman and
his companies responded by suing
four of the residents for defamation.
To gather evidence for the case, Chapman hired a private detective, who
posed as a prospective home buyer in
the area and asked the Aasens their
opinions, secretly taping these conversations while in the Aasen home.
When the defamation case went to
court, a transcript of the conversations was used as evidence.
Justice Eric Rice of the BC
Supreme Court in Kelowna threw out
the case, ruling that what was said
about Chapman was fair comment.
But Chapman appealed. The BC
Court of Appeal in Vancouver dismissed the case against the others, but
in July 2008 ruled that some of what
Jack Aasen had said to the private
22

detective was defamatory.
Lawyer Michael Vonn, policy
director of the BCCLA, has called the
outcome of the case “shocking” and
“a clear demonstration of the need for
some kind of mechanism to assist victims of SLAPPs or to have some kind
of vetting process in place.”
Using the case as an example,
Canadian Lawyer Magazine (January
4, 2010) called SLAPPs “a blunt instrument to intimidate weaker foes.”
Learning from Quebec
Quebec’s anti-SLAPP legislation
– Bill 9, which was passed on June 4,
2009 – is the result of a lengthy and
concerted effort from a coalition of
students, health workers, politicians,
writers, teachers, environmentalists,
and nuns, all motivated by some 20
recent SLAPP suits in Quebec.
As Winnipeg lawyer Douglas J.
Johnston explains, “Quebec modified
its rules of civil procedure to permit a
defendant to bring a motion for summary dismissal – whereby a lawsuit
can be turfed early on in proceedings
– of a SLAPP suit. The amendments
also allow a judge, where he or she
smells a SLAPP, to order a plaintiff
to post a substantial dollar value as
security with the court before being
allowed to proceed with its suit. And
what’s known as punitive damages
– judicially found abuse of the civil
justice system – are also now codified
in the rules.” Under Quebec law, officers and directors of a company can
now be held personally liable to pay
damages if the lawsuit is determined
to be an abuse of legal process. “The
overarching object of the changes is to
punish plaintiffs who seek to use the
courts to shut down public debate.”
Already, Tollefson told me in a
recent phone interview, in Quebec
“two or three decisions” have applied
the new law and “dismissed the actions” by SLAPP filers.
September-October 2010
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“A Licence To Slander?”
Jeffrey Davies, a partner at Davies Howe Partners in Toronto, says
that anti-SLAPP legislation could
give citizens’ groups “a licence to
slander.” He maintains that slanderous
statements often surface when such
groups campaign against property developments. In most cases, he told Canadian Lawyer Magazine, developers
will “look the other way,” but “there
are some highly egregious situations
where [legal] action is taken.” Davies also says, “We know how easy it is
to manipulate the buzzword SLAPP,
especially in an emotional setting like
a hearing and how potentially damaging it can be to a proponent.”
This may remind some readers of
the Daishowa v. Friends of the Lubicon (FOL) case, wherein forestry giant Daishowa asked the court to stop
FOL, the group’s lawyers, and even a
university professor (Tollefson) from
calling the case a SLAPP suit. The
Court did not grant Daishowa’s request, in a SLAPP suit that dragged on
from 1995 to 2000.
Justice MacPherson of the Ontario Superior Court ultimately concluded that FOL’s boycott and picketing activities were lawful, but he did
find that FOL had defamed Daishowa
by using the term “genocide” in relation to the company’s Alberta operations. He awarded Daishowa damages

in the amount of $1, but declined to
order that Daishowa reimburse FOL
for legal costs of some $400,000. Sierra Legal Defense Fund thus footed
most of the bill for defending the case.
Nonetheless, Tollefson told me, in
the Daishowa v. FOL case, “The judge
believed that it was his duty to use the
Charter,” and “One could argue that
the Daishowa case influenced the recent Supreme Court decision [Dec.
2009] regarding the new defence
called ‘public interest responsible
communication’.”
In Grant v. Torstar Corporation,
the Supreme Court recognized this
new defence to protect statements of
fact on matters of public interest. According to Blakes Media Group, the
leading lawyers for Torstar, “This defence will protect statements of fact
on matters of public interest, even if
the defendant cannot prove the statements published were true, provided
the defendant can [in the language
of the ruling] ‘show that publication
was responsible, in that he or she
was diligent in trying to verify the
allegation(s), having regard to all the
relevant circumstances’.”
The Supreme Court made the defence available not just to the press,
but (in their words) “to anyone who
publishes material of public interest in
any medium.” The Court further stated that defamation lawsuits “should
not be a weapon by which the wealthy

and privileged stifle the information
and debate essential to a free society.”
When asked if this new defence is
enough to deter SLAPP suits, Tollefson said the ruling “indicates that the
tide is turning in terms of reforming
the law regarding defamation, but
there is still a need for law reform
because anti-SLAPP legislation deals
with a whole range of [procedural]
issues that the courts can’t and won’t
deal with.”
A Growing Momentum
In May, the Ontario government
created an advisory panel to outline
anti-SLAPP legislation, headed by
the Dean of the Faculty of Law at the
University of Toronto. The panel will
report by the end of September.
There is also movement towards
Canada-wide anti-SLAPP legislation. The Uniform Law Conference of
Canada has been examining the issue
since Spring 2008 and is drafting a
uniform law/model rules of court for
consideration.
With these developments in Quebec, which now has its law, in Ontario,
which may soon introduce legislation,
and on the federal scene, Canadian
citizens may eventually be legally
protected from this legal scourge.

t

Joyce Nelson is a freelance writer/
researcher and the author of five books.
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It’s been 20 years since the
Watershed Sentinel began as a
photocopied newsletter on
Cortes Island, BC and in
celebration of the ideas,
news and people that
shaped us. In this
issue we take you
on another
walk down
memory
lane.
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A Look Back at
the Late Nineties

In the mid-1980s, non-governmental organizations
(NGOs) began to play a stronger role in Canada, no longer
satisfied to simply call for, or rely on, the leadership of governments. Hence, the BC environmental scene was very
connected during the nineties and it was a busy time.
Once organizations became familiar with the Watershed Sentinel they began sending updates on environmental
initiatives. As a board member of the Georgia Strait Alliance, Executive Director for Reach for Unbleached, and attendee of British Columbia Environmental Network meetings, our Editrix, Delores, found that there was no shortage
of topics to report on and the Watershed Sentinel became,
as it is now, a voice from the environmental movement.
The advent of the electronic information age was upon
us and although we were still gathering information the old
fashioned way via books and articles, we opened our first
email account in 1993 and in 1996 we began to put WS articles on the Reach for Unbleached website, an organization
which worked on pulp mill pollution.
When good ol’ Rev Canada would not allow Friends
of Cortes to operate the Watershed Sentinel magazine as a
charitable activity, Delores bought it for $1 and ran it as a
private business for 10 years. Friends of Cortes continues
to support the magazine by paying for articles and buying
subscriptions for their members – there was a Friends of
Cortes page until 2009.
Indeed, friends of the magazine are the lifeblood of our
mag and it was the nineties that first saw sustaining subscribers begin to offer donations and advertisers such as
Banyen Books, WCWC, Hollyhock and the Quadra Credit
Union forged committed relationships. We are very thankful to them – and for the volunteers that kept Delores company, most notably Yendor Hurst – whose dedication and
persistence led to the existence of our online archive that
he began in 1997.

In January 1995, in a move dictated by the economics
of printing, the circulation jumped from 1000 to 3000 copies and the paper changed to newsprint on a web press. The
additional copies coupled with increasing donors meant
that we could increase awareness by distributing bundles
to libraries and cafes in the city centres. Much to our disappointment we were still published on virgin newsprint
throughout the nineties because we could not find recycled
paper for a web press.
By 1999 the magazine had moved to a printer in Vancouver and we were experimenting with colour photographs. With the addition of a regular graphic designer,
colour, and increasingly well researched articles – the Watershed Sentinel had become a ‘real’ magazine.

Dec 1996/Jan 1997
Peter McAllister, father of our regular contributor
Then
Ian, campaigns to save the Great Bear Wilderness
on BC’s North Coast. In 1995 BC legislated to prohibit bulk
water exports.
One third of the Great Bear Rainforest is legally protected from logging and a new system of
‘lighter touch’ logging, based on Ecosystem-based Management (EBM), is legislated.
Now

Aug/Nov 1996
The Temagami wilderness in Northern Ontario
Then
was opened up to logging and mining after being
protected by court order for treaty negotiations.

Production
Through most of the nineties the magazine was laid out
by hand with a ruler and wax, and mailing was done by a
volunteer bee on Cortes Island.
Watershed Sentinel

by Susan MacVittie

Efforts to protect Temagami continue in response
to the proposed Temagami Forest Management
Plan, 2009-2019.
Now
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June/July 1996
Greenpeace proposes a salmon fishing moratoThen
rium, including Fraser River sockeye, in an effort
to review the loss of salmon diversity and restructure the
fishing industry.

wake of the environmental disaster unfolding in the Gulf of
Mexico. Meanwhile, the BC Liberal government continues
to push the issue of offshore oil drilling, and oil and gas
exploration in the Arctic is put on fast forward.

The federal Cohen commission of inquiry into
the decline of Fraser River sockeye salmon when
one out of a predicted 10 million fish showed up in 2009,
begins on the heels of Alexandra Morten’s successful “Get
Out Migration,” a Vancouver Island walk to raise awareness about the impacts of fish farming on wild salmon. By
August, the coast is shocked as over 30 million sockeye
return to the Fraser in 2010.
Now

Dec 99/Jan 2000
Protest activity at the WTO Ministerial ConferThen
ence of 1999 in Seattle, which was to be the launch
of a new millennial round of trade negotiations, dwarfed
any previous demonstration in the US against an economic
world meeting and went largely unreported in the US.
Canada hosts the G8 and G20 Summit at a cost of
$1 billion, including 5.5 million dollars for a fence
to protect participants. A public enquiry is being pushed
for the G20 in Toronto, for what became the largest mass arrest in Canadian history, including several hundred protesters and innocent bystanders who were boxed in by police
and detained in the rain for 3 hours.
Now

June/July 1998
Reported corporate lobbying in an effort to lift
Then
the oil/gas moratorium in the Queen Charlotte
Basin, BC.
Federal Environment Minister, Jim Prentice,
states the moratorium on offshore oil development in BC won’t be lifted any time soon, especially in the
Now
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duction and distribution capacity. With our food systems so
globally intertwined, the wheat export ban on Russia this
August due to fires (read: effect of climate change), sparked
price increases in commodities markets around the world.
As environmental analyst Lester Brown explains,
world grain reserves should not drop below 70 days of consumption but, as of August 12, the US Federal Department
of Agriculture World Agricultural Supply and Demand
Estimates were close, at 72 days of consumption. The Russians are aware that they need to prevent domestic prices from
rising; if people are going to starve, it isn’t going to be them.

by Susan MacVittie
With supermarket aisles
filled with a colourful array
of foods and accessibility to farmers’ markets and farms, a discussion on
Vancouver Island about food security may
seem like someone else’s problem. It’s not.
Fifty years ago, Vancouver Island farmers produced
85% of the Island’s food. Today, Island producers provide
only about 10% of the food consumed; the rest is imported
at the economical and ecological expense of all of us. Why
we aren’t able to access more local food led the Vancouver
Island Good Food Box Collective to spearhead a research
project in 2007, Contending With the Local Food Access
Puzzle. What they found out echoes the sentiments of farmers and local food activists: it doesn’t pay to farm because
of the impacts of the globalisation and industrialisation of
food systems.
The production cost of local food is much higher than
that of foods imported from countries that are unfairly subsidised and/or where labour and environmental standards
are questionable to non-existent. The impact of the current
system, which depends on oil for production and transportation, is under serious question by health and environment
activists. In many communities around the world, local
economies have been decimated as local food production
supply chains have withered.
For instance, The Food Security Risk Index 2010 has
identified the food supplies of Afghanistan and nine African states as countries that are most at risk and vulnerable
to rising food costs. Sub-Saharan Africa is particularly
vulnerable to food insecurity because of the frequency of
extreme weather events, high rates of poverty, conflict,
and failing infrastructures, including road and telecommunications
networks, which decrease both proWatershed Sentinel

Toward Food Resiliency
Food security is a complex sustainable development
issue. Many argue that we have enough food in the world
to feed everyone, the problem is distribution. Here in BC,
it is estimated that our farmers produce 48% of all foods
consumed in the province (excluding seafood). With the
population in BC projected to grow by 30% from 2001 to
2025, the demand for food will similarly increase by 30%.
A study conducted by the BC Ministry of Agriculture and
Lands in 2006, BC’s Food Self Reliance: Can BC Farmers Feed Our Growing Population?, says that the area
of BC farmland with access to irrigation would have to
increase by nearly 50% by 2025 to provide a healthy diet
for all British Columbians. To maintain our current level of
land-based food self-reliance in 2025 would require a 30%
increase in agricultural production, particularly for fruits
and vegetables.
Only 5% of the land base in BC is productive agricultural land, and 90% of the population resides in three
southern regions, where the most productive agricultural
land occurs: the Fraser Valley, the east coast of Vancouver
Island, and the Okanagan Valley. One-tenth of the total land
in the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) occurs in these
three regions, however it is the most productive agricultural
land in BC and contributes the greatest amount of dollars
to the economy. Yet there is huge pressure on these remaining highly productive regions to remove land from the ALR
for residential development, industrial land, recreation and
senior care facilities, and transportation infrastructures.
Local governments need to be encouraged to establish
26
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Changing policy requires advocacy in the political
realm; the BC Food Systems Network (BCFSN) encourages people to look at opportunities to bring food issues to
the forefront during elections at any level of government.
Supporting the election of candidates who work towards a
more localised, equitable and sustainable food system may
be helpful, and the BCFSN have questions to ask your candidates in downloadable format on their website.
While food security conversations are happening
locally, the poor continue to experience the impact of low
nutritional food and rising food costs. In poor countries,
such as Haiti and Zimbabwe, the steep rise in the costs of
staple foods, such as wheat, soya, and rice, has created riots.
If food continues to be used as a weapon in the form of economic embargoes and be manipulated by powerful groups
within a country, the threat of political instability looms. In
the coming century, food security is
likely to emerge as a major security
concern. Poor agricultural planning
or other forms of food security miscalculation could very well spark
the next world war. Nothing is more
pressing than the ability to access the Friends of Cortes Island
food and water – our very lives Sustainability Education Fund
depend on them.
t

urban containment boundaries, include agricultural land
zoning in official community plans, and create policies and
bylaws to support and encourage local food production.
Indeed, the need to produce and support local food initiatives and build our food resiliency is here now. As the
world’s oil supplies decline and fuel prices spike, our ability
to buy Chilean grapes and Mexican tomatoes will be a thing
of the past. Across the world, people are mobilising. Food
security analysts with the United Nations’ World Food Programme are identifying and mapping food insecurity and
vulnerability to be used in determining intervention and
assistance. The US recently pledged $3.5 billion to the Feed
the Future programme that invests money into improving
food security around the world, and Arab nations have
invested $65 billion in the next 20 years to improve their
agricultural sector.
Investing money is not enough to solve the problem,
particularly when simply increasing standard farming practices leads to increased chemical fertiliser and pesticide
use. Although local initiatives, such as urban farming, are
a growing trend with city folk turning grass sod into food
crops and “buy local” campaigns are catching on, farmers
need land, water, and marketing and trade changes.
The Challenges
Producing enough food to feed our growing population
requires changing the way food is produced, stored, processed, distributed, and accessed. Some of the approaches
needed to re-localize the food system on Vancouver Island,
identified in Contending With the Local Food Access
Puzzle, are being adopted in many communities. Strategic
market considerations include:
• shortening the supply chain by selling direct
		
through farmers markets and gate sales,
• community shared agriculture models,
• agri-tourism businesses
• focusing on product quality.
When surveyed, Vancouver Island farmers spoke
of gaps in the local food market, such as finding enough
labour, lack of local/regional manufacturing infrastructure,
lack of local distribution infrastructure, and lack of merchandising and marketing strategies for small and medium
enterprise production. Other concerns are seed biodiversity,
small-scale mixed farming, and organic farming. There are
also policy gaps. Current policy supports commercial farming, those with over $250,000 gross income, while the rest
of farming is not considered and is categorised as hobby
or lifestyle farming. This eliminates most people who call
themselves farmers in Canada. Farmers also face many
legal barriers, including trade rules and food industry management, such as quotas and subsidies.
Watershed Sentinel

African nations dominate Maplecroft’s new Food Security Risk
Index - China and Russia will face challenge, Maplecroft, August 19,
2010, www.maplecroft.com/about/news/food-security.html
BC’s Food Self Reliance: Can BC Farmers Feed Our Growing Population?, 2006, www.farmfolkcityfolk.ca/PDFs%20&%20
Linked%20Documents/BCfoodselfreliance.pdf
Contending with the Local Food Access Puzzle, 2007, www.
ediblestrategies.com/fsd/FinalReport_BCMSF.pdf
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Companies buying carbon credits will want strong
guarantees that their investments are protected
by Stephen Leahy
In the rich
reject REDD outright. They consider such carbon offset
forests of Papua
programmes and carbon trading “false solutions” that have
New
Guinea,
nothing to do with solving the climate change crisis. At
Panama, or the
best, they shift the burden of emission reductions to tropiCongo,
smoothcal countries.
t al k i ng
carbon cowboys helicopter into
Another problem with REDD is that it will not benefit
remote villages and persuade locals to sign long-term
local forest people if they do not have clear land titles that
contracts for the carbon in their forests in exchange for
are protected and respected, says Anne Larson of the Incash. These are green-hat cowboys, enviro-entrepreneurs
donesia-based Centre for International Forestry Research.
saving the planet and making a profit in the carbon market.
Without strong legal protections, rules, and enforcement,
By 2020, that market may become a US$3.1 trillion industhe billions of dollars in REDD monies could create a tidal
try, according to some investment banks.
wave of land-grabbing and evictions, worries Larson and
To both protect the climate and reduce deforestation, an
others. Even if land tenure issues are handled properly, any
international market mechanism – called REDD (Reduced
company buying carbon credits will want strong guarantees
Emissions from Deforestation and Degradation) – was crethat their “carbon investments” in a forest are protected.
ated. Basically, industrialised countries compensate tropiThat may mean local people are banned from their forests,
cal countries for halting deforestation. Forest owners offer
no longer able to collect firewood and medicines, hunt, or
carbon credits on an open market that companies purchase
grow crops in forest openings.
in lieu of reducing their carbon emissions. In theory, local
In most countries, REDD will likely cost far more than
people would be compensated for protecting their forests.
the carbon credits will be worth, according to the Institute
Forests absorb carbon dioxide durfor World Forestry in Hamburg, Germaing photosynthesis, reducing the amount
ny. Experts must be hired to assess the
In most countries, REDD will likely
in the atmosphere and helping to cool the
amount of carbon in a forest, determine
cost far more than the carbon
Earth. Deforestation results in the loss of
how much is being sequestered and for
credits will be worth.
most of the carbon the forest had been
how long, and then monitor it and report
storing. Globally, deforestation results
it. Only in countries like Indonesia, with
in 15 to 20 per cent of global greenhouse gas emissions, acrapid rates of deforestation on a large scale, will REDD
cording to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.
make financial sense, they conclude.
REDD was first proposed in 2005 by the Coalition
Dozens of pilot projects are already underway. Some
of Rainforest Nations, including Brazil, Costa Rica, In$4.5 billion has been set aside this year, and a 10-nation
donesia, and others at the UN Framework Convention on
steering group established to implement a global REDD
Climate Change. Despite its many complications and unprogramme. It could be approved at the next UN climate
resolved issues, REDD is something almost all countries
conference in Cancun, Mexico (Nov-Dec 2010).
agree on.
There is some magical thinking at the heart of REDD.
Perhaps the most misunderstood and contentious eleWe are betting on forests to help us fight climate change
ment of REDD is the concept of “additionality.” Carbon
when the impacts of climate change threatens the forests
credits are only granted if the credit prevents deforestathemselves. Extreme weather, insect outbreaks, fire, distion or degradation. If the forest is already protected, tough
ease are all amplified by climate change. How can we know
luck; after all, the idea is to use carbon credits to cut overall
a particular hectare of forest will trap “x amount of carbon”
emissions.
for 60 or 100 years? And why invest billions in a market
Another major issue is how to stop what's called “leakwithout knowing the answer?
age.” If 100,000 hectares are protected under REDD in one
region, what is to stop loggers moving next door and mowt
ing down the same amount of forest or more?
Stephen Leahy is an environmental journalist based in
Some indigenous groups and environmental groups
Oxbridge Ontario
Watershed Sentinel
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by Delores Broten
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arrested while pro-corporate
forest workers jeered. The
NDP tried to bury the conflict with negotiations where
substantive issues – such as
tenure, logging methods,
access to timber, support for
secondary
manufacturing
– were subsumed into drawing boundaries for parks and
so-called “special management areas.” Some activists
were able to develop tracThe
tion in the Commission
corporations
and
on Resources and the
government broke
Environment (CORE)
citizen resistance and
negotiations, but there
tried to silence our voices
engaged in side negotiawere back room deals
with police, bulldozers,
tions
with corporations
made out of sight of
jail terms, and
and
the
government with
the public. Forest comlawsuits.
the
result
that decisions
panies were represented
were
made
on
behalf of comby $400-an-hour legal
munities
and
smaller
grassroots
teams while environmentalgroups,
which
withered
under
the
ists shared floor space in hotels or at
pressure
of
SLAPP
suits,
injunctions,
friends’ homes.
and a hostile media.
Old maps existed which showed
“Forestry in BC became a police
watersheds across the province, set
state,”
says Anne Sherrod of the Valaside from logging as community
halla
Society,
speaking of the govdrinking water reserves. Shockingly,
ernment’s
response
to numerous
according to Will Koop of the BC
blockades
over
protecting
watersheds
Tapwater Alliance, these maps were
in
the
Slocan
Valley.
“The
corporawithheld from community activists
tions
and
government
broke
citizen
at the tables, and those reserves were
resistance
and
tried
to
silence
our
lost into timberlands.
voices
with
police,
bulldozers,
jail
Concurrent with the CORE and
terms,
and
lawsuits.”
Land and Resource Management Plan
By the mid-1990s, the NDP
(LRMP) negotiations, and with conhad
brought in a prescriptive Forest
siderable professional coaching, the
Practices
Code that intended to limit
larger environmental groups formed
the
destructive
impacts of logging.
coalitions that attracted millions of
Although
an
improvement,
it did not
dollars in US foundation funds. With
deal
with
the
major
issues
of clearalmost no political maturity, social
cutting,
tenure
reform,
and
the
need
analysis, or even the discipline of
for
more
value-added
manufacturing.
the labour movement, this money
fragmented activists. The big groups
Delores Broten

The forests of British Columbia have long been a source of great
wealth and deep passion. First Nations
derived shelter, clothing, food, and
transportation from the old-growth
ecosystems of the Coast and the Interior. Their wealth was the wealth of
the Earth, providing enough.
The passions of the first part of
the 20th century were infused with
exploitation and greed. Our public
lands were carved up and handed out
to corporations as long-term tenures
over 50 years ago. A Forests minister
was sent to jail for accepting bribes.
Vast swaths of forests were converted
into stacks of money for a relatively
few corporate shareholders and wages
for generations of forest workers.
The passions of the second part of
the century were permeated with the
opposite desire to conserve the ancient
forests that remained. These passions
resulted in record numbers of citizens
being jailed for trying to protect the
last intact ecosystems while the oldgrowth fell faster and faster.
Citizens looked at BC forest
policies with more passion than ever;
entrepreneurs wanted more access to
timber, and conservationists wanted
to protect forests for habitats, species, and recreation. There were conferences and Royal Commissions,
reports and protests. A huge, largely
coordinated movement to increase
protected areas began to build steam.
The stage was set for reform
when the NDP was elected in 1991.
By 1995, the supposedly eco-friendly
government was locked in bitter
conflict with environmentalists over
Clayoquot Sound, which government
said would be excluded from land use
planning processes. Hundreds were

Continued on Page 30
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Forests continued
To protect biodiversity, the government proposed to limit the amount
of timber that could be harvested.
But, as forest activist Jim Cooperman summarised it, “The biodiversity
guidebook – a maze of compromises,
half-truths, and contradictions – was
introduced in 1995, but implementation was stalled as old-growth forests
continued to be logged at unsustainable rates.”
Wood for Local Jobs
Similarly, government developed some private forest land tax
regulations, but they were never
applied. About 20 new woodlots
were assigned, but no large-scale
tenures were taken back from the
corporations. At Youbou, the first of
the “appurtenances” were removed,
supposedly by accident, from tenure
renewals; the appurtenances were
clauses in the original tree farm
licenses that required timber to be
processed – sawed or pulped – at local
company mills to provide employment for forest communities.
When a revived pro-business BC
Liberal party, financed in large part
by the logging and mining industries,
took power in 2001, few activists
imagined that things could get worse,
but they were wrong.
The first to go was the skilled
civil service, many of whom were

dedicated to their work in the Forests and Environment ministries.
Mark Hume, in the Globe & Mail (31
May 2010), described the cuts (which
began under the NDP) as: “The thin
green line made up of forest ecologists, conservation officers, fisheries
biologists, wildlife technicians and
park wardens seems to have nearly
been wiped out through attrition and
layoffs.”
Government then set to work
changing forest policies to suit the
corporations. Meanwhile, grassroots
activism withered as the large organisations focused on certification,
market campaigns, and the Great Bear
Rainforest.
Mountain Pine Beetle
Over the past decade, as government continued to whittle away at the
civil service and revealed a resource
export agenda, the mountain pine
beetle increased its range over BC’s
vast lodgepole pine forests. The beetle had always co-existed with lodgepole pine, but these forests were older
than normal due to fire suppression,
and more extensive than natural because of restocking policy. As winters warmed and summers dried up,
the beetle population exploded. Since
lodgepole is quick to achieve “freeto-grow” status, the point at which a
company is considered to have carried

Clayoquot’s Intact Valleys Still Intact

Since 1990, when MacMillan Bloedel began roading and logging Lower
Bulson River, no intact valley in Clayoquot Sound has been logged. However,
logging of old growth temperate rainforest in the so-called “developed” watersheds (those already partly logged) continues and has never stopped in Clayoquot. Only three major valleys are now protected in their entirety – Megin,
Watta, and Moyeha Rivers in Strathcona Park.
Since 2005, five intact wilderness valleys (Hesquiat Creek Lake, Upper
Kennedy River, Satchie Creek, Sulphur Pass, and Hesquiat Point Creek) that
were slated for road building and logging have escaped that fate, thanks to
Friends of Clayoquot Sound and ally organizations. FOCS’ goal is to see all of
Clayoquot Sound’s intact valleys permanently protected.
—Maryjka Mychajlowycz, Friends of Clayoquot Sound, Summer 2010
Watershed Sentinel
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out its reforestation duties, pine was –
and still is – extensively planted.
By 2009, the Ministry of Forests
and Range estimated that 16.3 million
hectares (ha) of public forest (containing 675 million cubic metres of timber) had been affected, making BC’s
forests one of the greatest ecological
disasters on earth. Despite textbook
theories, many young plantations
were hit. As summer wildfires raged,
the forest management regime of “cut
one–plant one,” so-called “sustained
yield” logging, no longer made sense,
even on paper. (www.for.gov.bc.ca/
hfp/mountain_ pine_beetle/faq.htm#6)
Replanting
In response, government scrambled to promote “salvage logging”
with almost no stumpage fees and no
requirement to replant salvage cutblocks. Other replanting initiatives
were also abandoned and, by summer 2010, retired forester Anthony
Britneff wrote in the Victoria TimesColonist that, “Since 2002, the government has gutted the Forest Act and
the Ministry of Forests and Range
Act of requirements for reforestation,
for forest inventory, and for resource
planning and reporting.” As a result,
estimated Britneff, BC’s Not Satisfactorily Restocked (NSR) lands had increased from 2.8 million hectares (ha)
in 2001 to around 9 million ha, three
times the area of Vancouver Island.
On a forest land base of 23 million ha,
this would mean that nearly a third of
BC’s forest lands are NSR.
The Western Silviculture Contractors’
Association
(WSCA)
weighed in to explain that there are
many different kinds of NSR, but,
“For what it’s worth, the WSCA estimates the…NSR lands worth reforesting to be between 3 to 5 million ha…
In the 1980s, the province’s NSR area
was estimated at 738,000 ha and was
considered a forestry crisis. It led to
September-October 2010
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a major investment from the federal
and provincial governments to restore
what were then called ‘the silvicultural slums of British Columbia’.” To
add insult to injury, the BC government recently axed the requirement to
report on the status of NSR lands in its
annual reports.

Ester Strijbos

Logging Practices
In November 2002, the BC Liberals passed the Forest and Range
Practices Act, and, in 2004, new for-

est practices regulations operationalised so-called “results-based” forest management practices. The new
practices require little paperwork,
but, according to West Coast Environmental Law also eliminate measures designed to protect the environment. They include extraordinary
restrictions and bureaucratic hurdles
which hinder government taking action to protect environmental values,
such as wildlife habitat, water quality for community watersheds, and

Cortes Islander Zoe Miles is greeted as a hero in August on arriving
home after leading an MTV expose of the islanders’ 25-year fight to stop
clearcutting of its forests by private logging companies, starting with
MacMillan Bloedel and currently Brookfield Asset Management.
Watershed Sentinel
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endangered species. They also afford
greater opportunity for political interference in decision-making. (Deregulation Backgrounder: Timber Rules,
http://wcel.org/resources/publication/
deregulation-backgrounder-timberrules)
Forester Herb Hammond notes,
“Perhaps the largest problem is the
lack of any form of meaningful public consultation. This is facilitated by
the lack of requirements for specific
plans to be reviewed. The plans that
are available for public review do not
provide enough substance to permit
evaluation of potential impacts.”
Anne Sherrod of the Valhalla
Wilderness Society explains, “Bringing in the results-based code crippled
us. All that we achieved in the Slocan
Valley before logging – by getting
professionals out to inspect future cutblocks – is no longer possible because
the licensees no longer have to identify cutblocks ahead of time, as they
did under the Forest Practices Code.”
Sherrod, in typical Valhalla style,
adds that BC is now a “resource brothel” with no democracy and where the
people have no power. “After all,” she
says, “Canada started as a corporation
– the Hudson’s Bay Company.”
Jim Cooperman adds, “Although
corporations are now in charge of our
forests, the BC Liberals retained the
land use plans. Many boundaries established to protect ecosystems, including old-growth management areas, continue to be respected by most
companies if they have certification
programmes. However, since government and public reviews of comprehensive forest plans are no longer
required, no one really knows if some
of these old-growth stands are ending
up being logged or not.”
Raw Log Exports
In July 2010, the government
happily announced an agreement to
Continued on Page 32
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Forests continued
facilitate raw log exports to China.
Exports of raw logs from BC have
been rising for many years. BC Stats
reported in 2003 that, “from 1998 to
2002, the quantity of BC logs shipped
out of the country has risen over
360% from 855,000 to almost 4 million cubic metres.” Despite protests
and almost universal disapproval, the
amount of raw logs exported has remained at approximately those levels,
especially as private forest lands on
Vancouver Island are stripped for real
estate development.
The largest parcels creeping onto
the real estate market, despite vigor-

ous resistance from locals, were the
12,000 ha released from Western
Forest Products’ tree farm license in
2007. Waterfront land west of Victoria was released without government
demanding compensation for years of
low property taxes and access to public forest land, or making provisions
to protect local community plans
from suburban sprawl.
Eventually, the Capital Regional
District teamed up with conservation
groups to buy 2,300 ha of waterfront
at Jordan River, as well as parkland
and land to be added to Victoria’s
drinking water reserve.

BUY

Community and
First Nations Woodlots
Those 20 community woodlots
have now increased to over 60, although, with the extended downturn
in the industry, most small companies
have disappeared, so large corporations are the main purchasers of logs
from these woodlots. There was a
“take back” of public forest land from
the corporations, to provide interim
measures for First Nations in the absence of treaties. But without treaties,
few First Nations have the resources
to develop ecosystem-based management on these lands.
Overall, increasing corporate
concentration and government policy is leaving less and less room for
small operations in the woods. Jim
Cooperman writes: “BC Timber Sales
has replaced the small business program and only large sales are available, which has put horse-loggers out
to pasture and small operators out of
business. Now that forest licences are
no longer linked to mills … corporate
mergers and take-overs are increasing
and fewer companies control greater
amounts of forestlands. Canfor’s absorption of Slocan Forest Products
gives it control of 19 per cent of the
provincial cut. Smaller mills are shut
down as mega-mills, where fewer
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workers are needed, take over most of
the production.”
Unravelling Ecosystems
The last decade has been one of
taking all the necessary steps to systematically unravel both the social
systems and the ecosystems that support our once-magnificent forests.
Many suspect that privatisation of the
public forests is the ultimate goal.
The final stage in this drastic remodelling of BC’s forests is reflected
in the Forests ministry’s new mission.
It discarded its usual lip-service to
conserving and protecting forests for
future needs when it declared that its
new mission is to facilitate industrial
access to the fibre supply by supporting competitive business conditions.
Ironically, despite the BC Liberal
government’s efforts to corporatise
forestry by eliminating public oversight and control, the forest sector is in
turmoil, as many sawmills and a few
pulp mills have closed. In 2009, the
cut was only 41 million cubic metres
on an allowable rate of 84.5 million
cubic metres (the annual allowable cut
has been increased to “harvest” the
beetle kill), but the government says
the cut in 2010 is expected to return
to a more normal level of about 71
million cubic metres. Many smaller
companies have disappeared, along
with over 10,000 jobs, but three BC
companies – West Fraser, Canfor, and
Tolko – are now the largest in Canada.
The industry continues to limp
along by highgrading remaining
stands and leaving vast mounds of
waste. Calls for turning forests into
biomass energy remain unheeded as
profits are elusive and the supposed
carbon offset benefits are an illusion.
Still, in the hearts and minds of
many in BC, the love of forests continues. Many shed tears when a favourite forest falls to the chainsaw, as
did Comox’ Lannon Forest last spring.
Continued on Page 36
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Rare Doug-Fir Forest Threatened
by Bureaucratic Foul Up
by Annette Tanner
Nanoose District Lot 33, a 64-hectare (ha) parcel of exceedingly rare and endangered forested wetland on the central east coast of Vancouver Island, is in imminent danger
of being logged. Situated in a remnant of one of Canada’s
smallest and most endangered ecosystems – the Coastal
Douglas-fir (CDF) – DL33 is a focal point for those who
believe the Ministry of Forests and Range made a mistake
when they gave the Snaw’naw’as First Nation a license to
log it.
BC’s Forest Practices Board (FPB) agrees. In its June
2010 review, Conservation of Imperiled Coastal Douglasfir Ecosystem, the FPB states: “The 256,800 hectare CDF
ecosystem occurs only in British Columbia and part of
Washington State. Its primary plant association is classified as “globally imperiled…[it] has the greatest density
of species in BC of provincial and global concern, has experienced the highest level of ecosystem conversion to…
development (49%), and almost all of its forests have been
logged…less than 1% of the CDF is old forest.”
DL33 is one of few remaining Crown parcels of the
CDF ecosystem; about 80% is private land. In 2006, the
province had agreed not to issue new forest tenures in the
CDF until a Land Use Order (LUO) was established. Yet,
the government issued a logging tenure to the Snaw’naw’as
First Nation, claiming that DL33 was not included in the
proposal for an LUO.
“We found out that the LUO turned down protecting
DL 33 in spite of unanimous support from the City of Nanaimo, Parksville, Town of Qualicum Beach, Regional
District of Nanaimo, and the Association of Vancouver
Island and Coastal Communities,” says Annette Tanner, Wilderness Committee Mid-Island spokesperson.
“This forest contains elk, bears, cougars, amphibians, owls, eagles, and red- and blue-listed and globally
imperiled plant communities,” she adds. “Older forested wetlands on the east coast of Vancouver Island need
wildlife corridors to provide links within the threatened
CDF zone. Habitat protection along these streams, rivers, and wetlands provide clean, safe drinking water and
healthy salmon habitat. The forested wetlands in DL 33 also
serve as flood control for the community.”
Watershed Sentinel

Paul Gagnon

According to BC’s Environment Ministry, “Nearly
every type of old-growth Douglas-fir forest on BC’s dry
coastal plain is now rare or endangered. ... Only one-half
of one per cent … is covered by relatively undisturbed old
forest. This is far below what scientists consider to be the
minimum area required for continued survival of these forest types.”
In a February 2010 letter to the Integrated Lands Management Bureau, BC Nature stressed the need to protect
DL33 because it is adjacent to the Important Bird Area of
the Little Qualicum Estuary to Nanoose Bay. BC Nature
said the destruction of DL33 forest and wetlands would also
impact salmon spawning habitat in Casper Creek.
t
Annette Tanner is the Wilderness Committee, MidIsland Chapter organizer.
For more information: www.nanoosebayforest.com
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Great
Bear
Report
By Valerie Langer
Introduction by Delores Broten
It was in March 2000 that the first progress
was announced on the Great Bear Rainforest,
when eco-groups abandoned blockade lines
and market campaigns for collaborative talks.
The Watershed Sentinel report read: “Sierra
Club of BC, the Coastal Rainforest Coalition,
and Greenpeace confirmed that they were near
agreement with six logging companies having timber rights on the central coast for an
18-month moratorium on logging the ‘largest
remaining tracts of temperate rainforest left
in the world.’ In exchange, the groups would
lift their effective European market campaign,
hoping that the breathing space would allow time

for changes in forest practices.”
The ensuing negotiations have been as protracted as they were controversial. Criticism among BC environmental
groups included disappointment about a lack of transformation from industrial forestry and fears that if the cut were lowered on the coast, it would simply be displaced to other forests in the province.
In the face of market pressures, BC’s Liberal government decided to honour commitments for protected areas and, in
2006, announced that one-third of the Central and North Coast would be fully protected from logging. A $120 million investment fund for First Nations economic development has been raised through government and foundation money. Plans
for Ecosystem Based Management (EBM) are slowly being put into operation, with 50% of the natural level of this temperate rainforest now off-limits to logging and the annual allowable cut lowered by up to 20% as tenures are renewed.
The conservation legacy of the GBR deal is undoubted, but nonetheless, the complicated agreement has run into some
rough water. Greenpeace, Sierra Club BC, and ForestEthics – the groups still at the table a decade later – are sounding the
alarm over lack of government action on mapping the habitats of “focal species” so they can be protected while preparing
for the next big conservation step. ForestEthic’s Valerie Langer reports on the situation today:

S

ome actions are a leap of faith.
The Great Bear Rainforest
agreements are in that category.
The leap in 2006 was that a new approach to forest management – Ecosystem Based Management – could be
implemented on British Columbia’s
coast to achieve ecological integrity
of the forests concurrent with initia-
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tives to establish high levels of human
well-being. The whole initiative was
then anchored by protecting 2.1 million hectares (1/3 of the region) from
logging (1.7 million hectares in newly
protected conservancies and biodiversity areas, adding to the 0.4 million
hectares in established parks).
It’s one thing to say “Ecosys34

tem Based Management” but another to figure out the mechanics of
doing it. The devil is in the details,
and where broad, altruistic statements either hit the road or crash and
burn.
The 2006 agreement included two
goals for Ecosystem Based Management: maintaining regional ecologiSeptember-October 2010
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cal integrity – measured primarily as
maintaining 70% of the natural level
of old growth (aka Range of Natural
Variation, RONV) – and achieving
high levels of human well-being. An
implementation structure includes a
forum where First Nations and provincial representatives make political/strategic decisions around land
use and implementation. Additionally, three ENGOs and five companies
participate by making recommendations to decision makers through
technical/science tables.
Legally Binding Objectives
In March 2009, after protracted
discussions, an EBM system was
developed assigning ecosystem representation percentages to landscape
units (e.g., landscape units in conservancies at 100% RONV, and others managed to maintain 70, 50, and
30% RONV, averaged out regionally).
These, plus other site-level management changes, were established in
legally binding land use objectives
(new rules for logging in the Great
Bear). While there are specific improvements at the site level (stream
buffers, monumental cedar protection, etc.), the major change is the
amount of forest that can’t be logged
under EBM.
But there was a hitch in 2009.
Neither industry nor First Nations
representatives nor the province were
willing to move immediately to the
goal of 70% RONV regionally, saying
the social and economic costs would
be too high. With First Nations and
industry claiming the reduction in cut
would be too dramatic, we could not
get agreement to increase conservation to ecological goals for natural old
growth levels.
Given the situation, a compromise agreement was made in March
2009 to increase legally binding conservation management to 50% RONV
(representing all ecosystem types).
Watershed Sentinel

This outline of the Great Bear Rainforest shows the new designated
protected areas in dark green.
Part of the conditions to extend the
implementation time was a work-plan,
including a reserve design to map and
set aside from logging specific areas of the forest for old growth and
critical focal species habitat. Concurrently, the province undertook to deal
with economic barriers to implementation (e.g., tenure allocation, finalizing human well-being initiatives) so
that the shift to management for full
ecological integrity could be achievable by 2014.
The legally binding land use
objectives have had significant ecological gains in addition to protected
areas. The new legal requirements result in an additional 700,000 hectares
of Great Bear Rainforest off limits to
logging. Yet, the rainforest’s integrity remains at risk. The move to 50%
RONV slows the rate of degradation
but does not constitute low risk to the
ecosystem. The best available science
says another 12% of the forest will
have to be conserved or else there will
be a continual decline in ecosystem
health.
35

Key Species’ Habitat
In the interim to the next conservation step, we need assurances that
key species’ habitat is not lost and
no ecosystem type is logged beyond
the “tipping point.” At this stage,
the interim measures – particularly
the reserve design and identification
of key species habitats – are bogged
down and critically delayed. Provincial leadership is required to deal with
these delays.
The province also has to coordinate a resolution to economic barriers that were identified in 2009 as
preventing the move to full ecosystem
based management. In particular, the
impact of conservation thus far has
reduced the allowable cut by up to
20%. Full EBM is estimated to put
another 400,000 ha off limits to logging.
Tenure Reallocation
Part of the First Nations’ strategy is to gain more access and control
over tenures in their territories. This
means more players are now chasing
less wood. A method to problem-solve
a fair reallocation of tenures has been
talked about for over a year, but without significant action. Until a tenure
reallocation process is underway and
human well-being initiatives – from
Reconciliation Agreements to capacity development to shellfish farms
– start hitting the ground in the First
Nations communities, there is a risk
that decision makers will resist any
changes that further reduce logging.
We have hit the crux of ecosystem based management. This was
predicted. A $120 million fund was
set up to enable the transition to a conservation economy, and we all knew
the logging cut would have to come
down. While the Great Bear Rainforest agreements are anomalies in a
generally appalling provincial forest
policy context, the province did make
Continued on Page 36
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FORESTS

Forests continued from P. 32
Others leap to defend the remnants of
ecosystems, such as the coastal Douglas-fir at Nanoose.
Retired Forester Ray Travers insists we already have the knowledge
(and artistry) of how to grow first
class wood with extended rotations
and intermittent commercial-scale
thinning. We’re waiting for government to get BC back into the forestry
business. Travers says four essential
policies are needed for BC to have an
effective forest economy:
1. Government needs to be smart in
the global forest products trade.
Sweden, with about the same
forest land base as BC, achieves
double the economic value for its
forests.
2. Arms-length regional
log markets to ensure
that all wood is used
to its best purpose.
3. Small-scale tenures
no more than 10,000
hectares, so people in
the forest, who know

their land, are making the decisions.
4. Use ecosystem and value-based
silviculture to grow high-quality
wood.
Ecoforester Herb Hammond also
holds out some encouragement for
future developments, saying that the
understanding of how to do community forestry with Ecosystem-Based
Planning is being established on the
ground with some First Nations, like
Xaxl’ip and the Haida, and Community Forests such as Harrop-Proctor.
Hammond, although he despairs
of the “corporatization” of the environmental movement, says the issue
in the end is not that difficult. We need
to keep the remaining old forests for
carbon sequestration, water, and other

ecological services and stop playing
games, making “assumptions of convenience.” If we start with the ecosystems that sustain us, and a common
value system that includes facilitating community economies, we would
have a “pretty gentle revolution.”
Hammond suggests that it is lamentable that the environmental movement is convinced that change can’t
happen without the involvement (read
control) of large corporate entities.
This has occurred because large corporate interests fund the environmental movement and environmentalists
don’t know how rural economies, or
economies in general, work. He thinks
society vastly over-estimates what’s
involved in making these changes.
“We think it is way more complicated
than it is. Living within ecological
limits is necessary, possible, and fun.”
In the end, says Travers, it’s a
matter of answering two simple questions: “Who are we?” and “Do we intend to stay?”
t
With special thanks to Maggie Paquet,
Jim Cooperman, Ray Travers, and Herb
Hammond. All errors and omissions
remain my own.

D. Broten

Great Bear Report continued from P. 37
a socially and environmentally important global commitment to develop a
model in this one place that the world
could learn from.
What needs to be learned is how
we manage ourselves within the ecosystems’ limits. No more excuses, no
backing off the promise. Too much
that is important to millions upon millions of us, is at stake: from the rich
forest to proving that we can make the
shift to a conservation economy at a
significant scale to creating a new system of governance that acknowledges
First Nations’ rights and title. The way
to manage forestry for ecosystem integrity has been, in large part, figured
Watershed Sentinel

out. The holdback to doing it fully
now is that problem-solving the intersecting economic
pressures has not
been prioritized.
Success in the
Great Bear – that
is, creating a durable conservation
solution – rests on
the province and
First Nations to
negotiate human
well-being
initiatives that allow
communities and
industry to adapt
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to a new reality on the coast. It can
and must be done. t
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THE LAND

By Joe Foy

Watershed Sentinel

Wilderness Committee

I

write this column sitting at a
picnic table beside a little beach
on Lake of the Woods at Kenora,
Ontario. Our family summer vacation this year has entailed a TransCanada Highway trip to Winnipeg to
attend a wedding – then further east
to points unknown. So far it has been
a great odyssey across the amazing
southern Canadian landscape.
We left our home at New Westminster in a heatwave, then motored
on along the mighty Fraser River to
Hope, then wound up the Coquihalla
to fresh coolness at the summit of the
Cascade Range. Down the eastern
slope, we descended into the tawny
grasslands of Merritt, then over the
mountains and down again into the
dry heat and grasslands of Kamloops.
Through the Shuswap Lake Country
with its green mountain sides and
shimmering warm beaches we stuck
to the TransCanada. Coming into
Golden, black thunderheads crowded
the mountain slopes and lightning
speared down into the dark forest.
As we made our way through the
Rocky Mountains there was quite a bit
of highway reconstruction. Every so
many kilometres an overpass was being built. It took me a while to realize
that these overpasses had no roads on
them – they were wildlife overpasses
meant for elk, grizzlies and such.
And then finally we spilled out
onto the great Canadian prairies
which went on and on through Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba. I
love the landscapes of the prairies. I
love how the sky gets so big and how
the clouds tower in a way we never

One day the prairies, and
other damaged landscapes
of southern Canada will be
“rewilded” at least in part.

see in my home on the west coast, not
even on the ocean.
Just outside Brandon Manitoba,
we made camp at a park that we were
told by the local manager is a sacred
place for the Sioux people. We were
told that the next day First Nation
young people from Brandon and Winnipeg would come to this place by
the Assiniboine River to learn some
things about their history and culture.
That night, under a full moon, I
looked out over the valley and thought
about all the centuries that this place
had been an important gathering
ground for the tribes – and buffalo
hunting area. A deep sadness overtook me as often happens when I travel through the prairies.
This place once had an abundance of wildlife seen in few other
places on earth. Massive herds of bison, trailed by wolves and grizzlies
and people moved in seasonal circuits.
Now farmland has replaced the wild
beauty with a grid patchwork of yellow blue, green, and gold. The new
37

landscape is pretty – but I ached to see
something of the old. It’s just so damn
sad – especially to a guy from British
Columbia who knows that wild nature
and commerce can live side by side if
the landscape is shared.
The only way I can deal with the
sadness is to believe with all my heart
that one day the prairies, and other
damaged landscapes of southern Canada will be “rewilded” at least in part.
Alaska has protected 40% of their
landscape. The Canadian government
has warmed to the idea of protecting
at least 50% of the Boreal Forest.
In a country that can build a highway across a continent, surely we can
envision a day where half the prairies has been rewilded into a series
of connected wilderness parks – like
Yellowstone in the USA – where wild
wolves hunt elk and bison as they once
did. Where First Nations people and
the rest of us too can behold in awe
the wild prairies in all it’s abundance.
A country that would do something like that – to give back to future
generations and to help make amends
for sins of the past – that’s a country
with a good future I figure.
Here in Kenora, where the Canadian Boreal Forest stretches all the
way down to the US border and wild
country reaches north all the way to
the arctic circle and beyond, it still
feels like it’s not to late to rewild Canada.
t

Joe Foy is Campaign Director for the
Wilderness Committee, Canada’s largest
citizen-funded membership-based wilderness preservation organization.
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People

Protecting Places

“We donated our land to the land trust. It let us
protect the wildlife that has been so special to
our whole family.”
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“By setting aside this trail and meadow, now
everyone can enjoy it.”
“The land trust made such a great partner.”

There are many ways to leave a lasting legacy...
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